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Student Struck
Technology Hall
By Chris Brown
Late Tuesday evening,
February 17, Junior Computer
Science major Jason Shands
of Hartselle was struck by a
vehicle near the east en
trance to Technology Hall.
According to UAH Chief
of Police Bobby Langston,
Shands' injuries were not se
rious. Langston said, "He
went to the hospital but the
injuries were not life-threat
ening or serious."
Shands was crossing the
traffic lane down the east end
of Technology Hall, near the
entrance that faces Sparkman
Drive, and the driver did not

see him and struck him, ac
cording to Langston.
The driver was Sopho
more Computer Science stu
dent Tomas Gallucci. Gallucci
declined to comment on the
incident.
Senior Computer Science
student Jim Chaloupka no
ticed the scene soon after it
happened. "The accident
happened two or three min
utes before I got there," said
Chaloupka. "I saw a white
Grand Am and a guy lying on
the street with a crowd
around him. The car had
come from the rear parking lot
toward Technology Drive
and hit the guy near the new

by

Car at

The East Entrance of Technology Hall was the site of an
accident involving a pedestrian last Tuesday.
parking lot."
"It was kind of dark
around the area, although the
car did have its headlights
on," added Chaloupka.
The accident was a "misjudgment on the part of the
driver" according to Chief
Langston. When asked if

any steps could be taken to
avoid such an incident,
Langston replied, "Not be
yond just being more care
ful." "There was not an is
sue with lighting or anything
like that," added Langston.
Jason Shands could not
be reached for comment.

ATOs Dribble 78 Miles for Chari
By Ande Boyer
The brothers of the Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity
dribbled a basketball from
Florence to Huntsville last
weekend to help raise money
for endowed scholarships
from the UAH Foundation
and for the Chron's and Coli
tis Federation of America.
The event began 78 miles
away at the University of
North Alabama's Flowers
Hall and progressed down US
Highway 72 to Spragins Hall
on the UAH campus. The
event began at 7:00 PM on
February 21 and ended
around 5:00 AM on February
22.

The 2003 edition of this
annual event raised well over

$3000 for the charities.
"Checks are still coming in,"
said ATO Luke Green of this
year's event, "but we are
looking at over $3700, a few
hundred more than last year."
The UAH foundation re
ceives about 80% of the
money for scholarships. The
other 20% goes to the CCFA,
which raises money nation
wide to help fund research to
prevent and cure Chron's dis
ease and Colitis.
The only glitch in the
planning for the event was
Green's underestimation of
his brothers' speed. "I had
estimated moving at four
miles per hour, and we actu
ally moved at about seven
miles per hour, so we finished
earlier than expected," said

Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity member Steve Cross dribbles
down US Highway 72 to help raise money for charity.
Green. The trek took only nine
hours instead of the pro
jected thirteen hours.
The ball was lost one time,
but fortunately was recov
ered as there was enough fore
sight to use a glow-in-thedark basketball.
"We were advertised on
all of the news channels and

in the Huntsville Times," said
Green, "so we received a lot
of support from people in the
communities we passed
through. The officers provid
ing escort in the towns were
very supportive, and a lot of
people came out to offer their
support."

Intramural Applicants Intercepted
By Sarah Perrin
For the first time in soccer
coach and intramural director
Carlos Peterson's fifteen year
career at UAH, he and Assis
tant Director Ben Madsen are
faced with a most unusual
problem.
Somebody, or some group
of people, have pilfered two
of the four intramural regis
tration boxes on campus.
Sounds like a silly prank,
right? However, what may
not immediately come to
mind is the fact that our stu
dent numbers (social security
numbers for most of us) are
required information on
those registration forms.
With the wave of identity
theft that has hit our coun
try, what might be a silly
prank is now a very serious

prank.
During the recent registra
tion period forms and boxes
had been located in the usual
places-NCRH, CCRH, the
University Center, and
Spragins Hall. Of the four, the
boxes from NCRH, and the
UC were taken. It is sus
pected that a number of the
registration forms from the
CCRH box were removed,
though it is not known for
sure.
The boxes were discov
ered missing on Monday,
February 16 at the end of the
registration period and cam
pus officials were notified
immediately. Both the Uni
versity Center staff and hous
ing staff are currently ad
dressing the situation.
Given the severity of the

situation there will be many
things changing in the intra
mural department. To begin
with, a complete re-registration period is now in effect.
Students who registered for
the second round of spring
athletics are now being asked
to do so again either by visit
ing the intramural website
and printing a form to return
in person to the office, or by
downloading a form to sub
mit via email.
For the upcoming school
year and beyond registration
will likely remain on an
internet based system. The
box drop-offs will remain in
active. When asked about
the possibility of moving reg
istration to a secure internet
site such as that used for
class registration. Coach

Peterson stated that it was
highly unlikely due to the ex
pense. It is also unlikely that
the need for student numbers
to register for sports will
change because they are
used to verify the eligibility
of players.
Coach Peterson assures
that despite the setback for
the upcoming season that
students should continue to
participate in intramural
sports and that the new
internet registration method,
only through email, is secure
and safe for sending private
information. When asked
about the benefits of
intramurals to students he
said, "First of all hopefully
it's fun. The main objective
is to provide an outlet from
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Gay Marriage Debated on Campus
By Nina Marie

By Jeremy Cheek
cheekjd@uah.edu

Welcome once again, and thank you for taking time
out of your schedule to read my article. I hope that
you continue to do so each week.
I would like to start off this week's edition of
Greek Speak by mentioning the two very competitive
intramural basketball games that were played on Sun
day. The Sigma Nus remained flawless for the season
by defeating the Pikes 38-35 in overtime. The Delta
Chis had a chance to tie the ATOs in the final seconds
of their game, but the ATO defense stepped up and
sealed the victory, 30-25.
The Delta Zeta sisters attended Regions Week
end last week. The girls will be holding a takeover
with the Men's and Women's Basketball Teams Sat
urday February 28. They are also hosting their Crush
Party on Saturday March 13. Parents' Day will be
held on March 7.
The annual Kappa Delta 5K Shamrock Shuffle is
on Saturday March 13 beginning at Spragins Hall at
8:00. The registration fee is $15, and all proceeds will
go to Stop Child Abuse and Neglect and Prevent Child
Abuse America. The Kappa Delta National Chapter
Development Counselor was at UAH from February
18-25. The KDs will also be having a sleepover with
the Girl Scouts on March 5-6 at the Civic Center. The
girls have a mixer with the Delta Chis on March 6 at
Monte Sano State Park and a mixer with the ATOs on
March 4.
The brothers of Sigma Nu would like to con
gratulate Brandon Price, Garrett Parr, and Russell
Crosswy for being named to the 2004 UAH Home
coming Court. The Sigma Nus also held their Chili
Cook-Off Saturday February 21 at the house. Con
gratulations to alumnus Garrett Davis for winning first
prize.
I would like to encourage everyone to go out
and get involved in the Homecoming events. Go out
and show your support for UAH. Let other people
see how good our campus can really be. Especially
be sure to come out to the block party at SECH on
Friday February 27 at 10:00 PM. All of the Greeks are
going to be there, so this party should be huge.
That is all the information I have this week. I
would really like to see more submissions from all of
the Greeks, but I know there is not always something
new and exciting going on every week. So if you have
anything, whether it is an achievement from an indi
vidual brother or sister, or something that your chap
ter has done as a whole, send it to me. Once again,
send all your submissions and suggestions to me by
7:00 PM on Sundays. My e-mail address is
cheekjd@email.uah.edu.

With recent court rulings
in San Francisco and Massa
chusetts in favor of gay mar
riages, it is no wonder that
UAH's Pre-Law and Philoso
phy Society joined to present
a Gay Marriage Forum on
February 18 in Morton Hall.
Arguing for gay mar
riages was Reverend Felicia
Fontaine of Soulforce, Ala
bama, an interfaith gay, bi
sexual, and transsexual activ
ist group. Rev. Fontaine is
also a lesbian who was been
with her partner for twenty
years. Arguing against gay
marriages was UAH psychol
ogy professor, Dr. William
Wilkerson, who is also openly
gay and currently involved in
a committed monogamous
relationship.
Rev. Fontaine described
marriage as a civil matter and
found it to be the only civil
function that a member of the
clergy can carry out, which
she finds to be a contradic
tion of 'separation of church
and state.'

Fontaine argued for uni
versal civil union licenses for
heterosexuals and homosexu
als who desired to be "mar
ried" instead of marriage li
censes.
According to
Fontaine, these civil unions
would carry all the rights and
privileges of a marriage, leav
ing it up to each religious
institution's discretion to de
clare it sacred, as President
Bush has referred to marriage
when arguing against gay
marriages.
Fontaine professed that
the only thing that the state
may give is an economic re
lationship; and "maintaining
the charade that the state is
giving a lifelong commitment
is wrong." Furthermore, she
contends, "To think that
what you get from the court
house is anything other than
a legal economic relationship
is foolishness."
Fontaine found it to be
unfair that in relationships of
legal and medical commerce
you may join with anyone
you choose but in the part
nership of lovers, there are

Aero

state sanctions.
Wilkerson agreed with
Fontaine on her view of mar
riage being a civil function.
He stated, "Marriage is a
state sanctioned legal con
tract that attaches some thou
sand or so rights and privi
leges to the couple that gets
it."
However, Wilkerson be
lieves if you legitimize any
particular form of a relation
ship, particularly monoga
mous, it is at the stake of la
beling all other forms of a re
lationship illegitimate. He
reflected on the fact, while he
is currently in a monogamous
relationship, in his previous
relationship they were under
stood to be committed but
not
monogamous.
Wilkerson affirmed, "1 do not
favor the state legitimizing
any form of a relationship."
Wilkerson believes that
many of the economic is
sues- power of attorney and
inheritance- while financially
taxing, can be resolved with
out marriage but does view
civil unions as a possible

mpus

What do you think should be the next
major campus improvement after the

Brian McNeal
Human Resources Management,
Sophomore

Add more parking spaces.

Garrett Parr
Communications, Senior

Greek Housing.

I Do YOU HAVE AN
OPINION ABOUT THIS
WEEK'S ACROSS
THE CAMPUS?

Vote online
www.uahexponent.com

Lori Allen
Art, Freshman

Improve the music department.
It's kinda lousy.

Patrick Lancaster
History, Junior

Fix the elevators in Roberts Hall.

resolution. However, on the
issue of healthcare, he stated
that it is not simply a gay and
lesbian issue, but a universal
issue and that we should not
isolate our attention on any
one group of people but exert
our efforts for the greater
cause.
Ultimately, Wilkerson
called for a "redistribution of
social goods so they won't
be tied to marriage and child
welfare."
When the forum was
opened for audience input, an
audience member expressed
her displeasure with, what she
perceived to be, Fontaine's
narrow view of marriage,
which, she concluded, "de
nied love and commitment."
Fontaine rebutted that love,
commitment, and family "is
something that the state can't
give you and the state can't
take away from you."
Adding to Wilkerson's
earlier
comments
on
healthcare, the audience mem
ber went on to say that the
healthcare issue is not a ho
mosexual problem but a het
erosexual problem, as well.
She explained that she has a
heterosexual friend who can
not get benefits through her
husband's insurance because
of a pre-existing illness.
She expressed concern for
what she called a "slippery
slope." She asked, "If you
open the definition up [mar
riage] where do you stop the
definition?"
Things really heated up
when she suggested that by
expanding the definition it
could possibly lead to the in
clusion of pedophiles and
polygamists.
Several audience members
ridiculed her for even compar
ing a pedophile, some one
who desires a relationship
with a child, to two consent
ing adults who are of the same
sex, while several other mem
bers of the audience con
tended that they saw nothing
wrong with polygamy.
When an audience mem
ber questioned the signifi
cance of a piece of paper, as
he described marriage,
Fontaine explained that some
people need that or some form
of anchor for their relation
ship and "there should not be
a boundary for people to get
what they need."
By combining the per
spectives of Fontaine,
Wilkerson, and a lively audi
ence, the forum was both in
teresting and enlightening.
While it did not change the
world or even the city, it pos
sibly did what many move
ments like the Gay Rights
Movement have done before,
changed the world one mind
at a time.
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Science-Tech
Open Source Good for Everybody
By John Corda
As users of the UAH cam
pus network know, we now
average at least one warning
per month about a new virus
capable of infecting a
Microsoft product. Each time
the procedure is the same.
We are instructed to use
McAfee AVERT Stinger or
some other tool to update
security. The real root of the
problem is not mischievous
"hacking" but the depen
dence on a single, inferior
proprietary
standard.
Microsoft's tendency to wait
for outside experts to find
and patch its deficiencies is
a recipe for disaster.
Two major reasons to
switch to open source as
soon as possible are security
and quality. Since 9/11/01
national security has been a
serious priority but terrorists

still have yet to exploit the
existing susceptibilities in
closed source platforms. For
the most part virus and worm
authors have been "hackers"
who study lines of code for
amusement. Those patching
the holes have been consult
ants and companies like
McAfee getting paid to pro
tect their customers. There is
still potential however for
doing serious damage to the
civilian and military infra
structures. Reliance on
closed source operating sys
tems puts the U.S. in danger
by making services that rely
on software susceptible to
every new hidden Microsoft
defect. The United States'
economic competitiveness is
also suffering as we fall be
hind other countries, which
are adopting open source as
a standard.
In addition to the con

stant security risk, software
developed
using
the
Microsoft Developer Net
work (MSDN) keeps costs
high and hinders quality. By
using open source however
many useful applications be
come cost effective because
excessive license fees are
eliminated. Prices can be set
based on the cost of devel
opment, production and ship
ment on the appropriate me
dia, thereby stimulating com
petition. Access to the
source code allows develop
ers to optimize quality by
compiling their product for
each particular hardware con
figuration. Programmers us
ing the source can also
quickly find and fix bugs re
lated to the operating system.
It will be difficult to vacate
an existing standard built up
for more than twenty years.
The payoff for those who are

first however will be enor
mous. Open source develop
ers will be able to undercut
prices set artificially high by
license fees. There is also a
market to improve perfor
mance over many existing
products currently subject to
closed source limitations.
New inventions can be de
veloped to take advantage of
the powerful hardware avail
able on the market without
being subject to the con
straints of the MSDN. If the
economic rewards are not
enough, then use open
source to help your country.
The slow pace of progress
based on proprietary closed
source has stifled innova
tions in such areas as artifi
cial intelligence in medical
technology that can greatly
benefit mankind.

Public Service Announcement
Adult Students In Scholastic Transition: $1,000 and $500 ASIST
Scholarships for Summer or Fall of 2004
The Huntsville Chapter of Executive Women International is seeking applications from UAH students for a $1,000
scholarship and $500 scholarship for the 2004 summer or fall terms. One of the winners of this scholarship will be eligible
for a $1,000 national scholarship as well. Applications are due in the Office of the President, 118 Madison Hall, or the
Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, 114 University Center, by Thursday, April 15,2004. The winner will be
announced at a scholarship dinner on Tuesday, May 3, 2004.
This scholarship is specifically for non-traditional students: older students, returning students, displaced homemakers, single parents, physically or socially disadvantaged adults, or at-risk adults. It is open to both men and women.
Applicants are asked to provide the following information:
Statement of career goal/objective
Statement of process for obtaining goal/objective
Previous work history and educational background
Statement of financial need or copy of financial aid form
Copy of tax return
For application forms call:
Mary Beth Walker
118 Madison Hall
824-6655

Delois Smith, VP-Student Affairs
114 University Center
824-6700

Applications are due on Thursday, April 15,2004 in 114 University Center or 118 Madison Hall

AKA Celebrates Black History, Music
By Nina Marie
For centuries African
Americans have used music
as a means of expressing both
joy and sorrow. Music has
served as their median be
tween man and Christ, slaves
and slave masters, wives and
husbands, mothers and chil
dren. Music has been used
to celebrate life and equally
celebrate death. In honor of
this tradition, the Omicron

Zeta Chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc. pre
sented "Music Through the
Ages," a program held on
February 18 in the NCRH
great room, celebrating the
evolution of music in the Af
rican American community.
The musical selections
spanned from Negro Spiritu
als to Neo-Soul.
AKA attempted to keep
the atmosphere light-hearted

without losing the purpose of
the occasion by incorporat
ing music and spoken word.
The night began with a
variation of Negro spirituals
by Soul Cry. a trio composed
of UAH student Kim Mackey
and Oakwood s Stevie
Mackey and Brandie Sutton
as AKA member Dana Gra
ham read "Ain't IA Woman"
by former slave Sojourner
Truth. Following this perfor-

mance, UAH's own Anointed
Voices Gospel Choir offered
a spectacular gospel medley,
as UAH student, Brandon
Newson, read Dr. Martin
Luther King. Jr.'s famous
speech. "1 Have a Dream."
With the lip syncing perfor
mances that followed receiv
ing mixed reviews, by far
these were the stand out per
formances of the night along
with Stevie Mackey and

My WebCT Saga
By Chris Brown
In this week's Tech Talk, I will not be highlighting
my opinion about new or emerging science or technol
ogy. Instead, I will be complaining about the current
technology and the feeble attempts to use it effectively.
The source of my complaining is the venerable WebCT
system we have here.
WebCT is a good idea with mediocre implementa
tion and very little use (unfortunately). However my
beef is specific to my Economics 600 class. I bought the
book at the Off-Campus bookstore used, and I thought
I had paid an additional fee to get an access code that
was required. In fact, inside the book there is a CD and
an access code. "All is well," I thought.
At the first class meeting I found out we have to
have an access code to gain any entry at all into the
WebCT system. "No problem, the code is in the book,"
'I thought. So a week later I tried to log on to take the
required quiz for the week (20% of the class credit for
these quizzes in this case), and my code did not work. I
was short on time, so I used the "temporary" code you
can get that lasts two weeks.
Near the end of my two weeks, I again tried the code
in my book to no avail. I searched through the tech
support system and discovered the code I had was in
fact for a useless piece of sidekick software they pro
vided (I am sure the bookstore employee did not know
I did not really have the code I needed there).
I finally decided I would see about buying the code
online, since I obviously need that 20% of my class
grade. I found the book title and bought the code for
$15 (the price of all the codes you can order online). The
code did not work. I emailed tech support (actually I
called and their voicemail gave me an email address)
asking what to do. A few days later I got a reply. It turns
out I bought a code for a book with the same title but
with only one of the two authors. Furthermore, the code
for the book I actually have is not available online. "Go
to your bookstore," they said. At least they refunded
my$15.
The off-campus bookstore does not have any of the
codes and does not seem to have any idea where one
might obtain the elusive "access code." The UAH book
store does not sell them separate from new books and
does not have any in stock, but they think they might
be able to order the right code for only $40. Paying $40
for that code would make my used book more expensive
than a new book, and of course we are way past the
return date (and I am not about to sell it back for 2% of
the original price).
Hopefully Dr Schnell will have mercy on me and let
me take some other quizzes. The real question for me is
this: Why do we have to pay extra for a code to access
a system that we are supposed to automatically have
access to anyway when we already paid a small fortune
for the book? If anybody has an answer to that I am all
ears.
In other bookstore-related news, I am on the UAH
Bookstore Committee and we are meeting in March. If
you have any concerns or comments about the book
store (the on-campus one of course) please email them
to me at editor@exponent.uah.edu with the word "Book
store" in the subject line. I will take all the comments I
get to the meeting. Also, I have a comment from workers
at the UAH bookstore. The person behind the counter
ringing up your order does not cause the book prices to
be so high, and they do not write the book return policy,
so please do not yell at them about those issues.
UPDATE: It seems that complaining loudly served
me well this time. After a great deal of email correspon
dence I was able to resolve the Access Code situation
in a way that was favorable for everyone. Students be
warned: if your class requires a code like this to get into
WebCt, save yourself a lot of trouble and buy a new
book up front!
Oakwood's Sholana Fraiscr's
rendition of Luther Vandross
and Beyonce's "The Closer I
Get To You."
As the program came to a
close, AKA paid their final
respects to African American

musical icons- Tupac, Noto
rious B.I.G., Aaliyah, Lisa
Left Eye" Lopez, Barry
White- who have all died in
recent years.
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Sports

toortsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Hockey
February 20 Bemidji St. 3-3 OT
February 21 Bedmidji St. L 4-2
Upcoming Games:
February 28 Wayne St. (Home) 3:05 p.m.
February 29 Wayne St. (Home) 4:05 p.m.

Hen's Basketball
February 21 LMU W 89-64
Upcoming Games:
February 28 UNA (Home) 7 p.m.

Women's Basketball
February 21 LMU 60-51

\Jpcoming Games:
February 28 UNA (Home) 5 p.m.

track and Field
Upcoming Meet:
February 28 Clemson Classic (Clemson, SC)

Softball
February 20 VSU W 7-2
February 20 VMU W 2-1
February 21 VSU W 1 -0
February 21 VSU W 6-2
February 22 Albany St. W 5-1
February 23 Albany St. W 9-2
l/pcoming Games:
February 27 Florida Tech, 4 p.m.
February 27 Fla. Southern, 6 p.m.
February 28 Barry, 9 a.m.
February 28 Nova So-Eastern, 1 p.m.
February 28 Lynn, 3 p.m.
February 29 Tampa, 8 a.m.
February 29 Rollins, 10 a.m.

UAH Tennis Has Positive Outlook
By Ashley Perry
Sports Writer
Last year the UAH
Charger Tennis program
turned a comer in its history
with the arrival of head coach
Julie Woltjen. With a newly
re-energized focus on train
ing and skill improvement,
Woltjen hoped to build a
more successful program.
In the 2003 season, the
ladies showed improvement
with a 6-11 record and felljust
one win short of a trip to the
Gulf South Conference Cham
pionships.
This year, both teams
hope to continue their rise to
the top.
With returning seniors
Nathan Smith and Jason
Hendrix leading the team, the
Charger men hope for a con
ference victory to send them
to Pensacola, FL for the GSC
Championships, which they
last attended in 2001.
Also looking to make a
strong impact for the team are
returning players Jonathan
Parker (junior) and Darren
McGlynn (sophomore). Also
in the mix arenew recruits Zac
Brown and Jason Campbell.
Although the women's
team has strong leadership

Right: Senior Natha;
Smith leads the UAI
men at the #1 position.

Photos courtesyof UAH Charger
Athletics

Left: Sophomore Emilia Golik transferred from Blue
Mountain College and will add depth to the top of the Lady
Charger's Lineup.

sity was ranked 2nd in the
NAIA TranSouth Conference
last year.
Due to a
Cumberland injury, the Lady
Chargers began the match
leading by two points with a
win from the Burch/Lawrence
doubles team and singles vic
tory from Lawrence by de
fault. Jill Camacho faced
Krishna Popovic and lost in
a close match, 3-6,4-6.
However, the rest of the
team picked up overwhelm
ing wins and the Chargers
pulled an 8-1 victory over the
Lady Bulldogs.
The Charger men faced
yet another tough opponent.

The Cumberland University
men are currently ranked 23rd
in the nation of all NAIA
schools. The men fell 0-9 to
Cumberland University.
The Charger tennis teams
have an upcoming home
match on February 27 against
Wallace State Community
College. The Wallace State
Community College Lady Li
ons are currently ranked Is1
in Division II of the NJCAA.
The Lady Chargers look to
pull ahead with a winning
record while the men hope to
grasp their first victory of the
season. Come out and sup
port your Chargers!

Musings around Charger Athletics
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor

February 20 MMU W 2-0
February 20 MMU L 7-4
February 23 FHU W 6-2
February 23 FHU W 8-7
Upcoming Games:
February 27 Pfeiffer (Away) 1 p.m.
February 28 Bloomfield (Away) 11 a.m.
February 29 Columbus St. (Away) 3 p.m.

from seniors Jill Camacho and
Mary Beth Key, the loss of
#1 seed Carrie Gracey off of
last year's team will be a big
hole to fill.
In order to fill this void,
Australian Emilia Golik was
recruited from Blue Moun
tain College and will add
depth to the Charger lineup.
Also helping the team are re
turning player Ashley Perry
and new recruits Candice
Burch andTami Lawrence.
Both teams played their
opening match on the indoor
courts at the University of the
South on Friday, February 13.
The ladies were leading in 5
of their 9 matches but the
Sewanee Lady Tigers fought
back for a 9-0 shutout.
While senior Nathan
Smith won his first set
against the Tigers, he came
up short and the men also fell
9-0 to the University of the
South.
After a rough beginning,
the UAH Charger tennis pro
gram was looking forward to
a chance of redemption at
home on Saturday, February
21 against Cumberland Uni
versity.
The ladies were looking
forward to a challenge be
cause Cumberland Univer-

Hats off to the UAH
Charger Softball team. They
have ripped through the early
portions of their schedule. As
of February 23, the Softball
squad stands at 8-0 overall
and will participate in the Gulf
South Conference/SSC
Crossover this weekend.
Their first home game will
take place on March 4 against

Berry at 3 PM. The Kiwanis
Sportsplex will be the sight
of their home opener. Come
out and support them!
While the softball
team waits till the first week
of March for their home
opener, the baseball team just
won their first 3 out of 4
games at Joe Davis Stadium.
The "boys of spring" are cur
rently 6-1 overall and will take
their show on the road this
weekend in Columbus, GA to

take on three opponents in
three days (Pfeiffer College
on February 27, Bloomfield
on February 28, and Colum
bus St. on February 29).
The men's basket
ball team will play their final
home game against their
arch-nemesis, UNA, this Sat
urday night at 7 PM. While
their record stands at only 1411 overall and 6-6 in the GSC,
plenty of compliments must
be steered in the direction of
the squad for their play this
season especially when one
considers the assortments of
injuries the team has sus
tained. They have been with
out superb big man Daniel
Easterly since the start of the
season due to a knee injury;
senior point guard Will
Gardner for the entire confer
ence slate with an abdominal
strain, and swingman Jamie
Gardner and combo guard
Trey Pinegar has also fought
through injuries this season.
And considering that they
are still in contention for GSC
tournament play in Tupelo,
MS makes it even more re
markable.
While the men will
tip at 7, two hours prior, the

women will have their say on
senior night. The woman's
team, which lost sharp
shooter Chrystalle Duncan a
couple of weeks ago to an
injury, has had their shares
of ups and downs this year.
But with that being said,
when one considers how
young the team is (There are
only three seniors on the
team:
Duncan,
Katie
Cunningham, and Andrea
Davis), it is a testament to
head coach Jeff Keller, assis
tant coach Beth StewartStark, and volunteer assis
tant Bjarni Erlingsson that
they have gotten a lot out of
this team. And trust me come
next year, this will be a team
that will contend in the up
per echelon of the GSC. The
team projects to return eight
of their eleven players cur
rently on the roster. There is
a lot of impressive talent in
the underclassmen-led by
shooting wizard Jessica
Russell, forwards Kellye Barr,
Hilary Luna, and point
guards Abby Fanning and
Jenna Whisenant. And do
not forget about sophomore
Lindsey Schlosser, junior forPATELonpage5
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Hockey Ties and Loses to CHA Leader Bemidji State
By Chris Karigan
Sports Writer
After splitting their series
against Niagara, the Charg
ers hoped to gain some mo
mentum within the CHA as
they faced off against the
league's top team, the Bemidji
State Beavers.
UAH 3, BSU 3 Tie (Feb
ruary 20)
As the puck dropped in
Bemidji, the Chargers hoped
to gain an early lead against
the CHA's top team. Unfor
tunately, it was the Beavers
who took a 1-0 lead at 4:45 in
the first period. Bemidji State
would add another goal to

wards the end of the first pe
riod, at the 19:35 mark.
The two teams would play
a fierce defensive battle dur
ing the second period.
The Chargers would head
to the locker room, down 2-0
and only one period to go.
Then, the Chargers offense
opened up.
Jared Ross started the
UAH scoring 6:10 into the
third period on a power play
goal, with assists from Jeremy
Schreiber and goaltender
Adam MacLean.
Jeremy Schreiber would
tie the game for the Chargers
at 12:30. Only a minute and
37 seconds later, at the 14:07

mark in the third period, Jer
emy Schreiber scored off of a
Jared Ross and Bruce
Mulherin assist to give UAH
a 3-2 lead.
Bemidji State, with time
running out in the game,
pulled their goalie in order to
send out a sixth man in scor
ing position.
It worked. The Beavers
scored the final goal of the
night with just 57 seconds left
in the game tosecure a 3-3 tie
with the Chargers.
UAH 2, BSU 4(February

21)
After proving that they
are not afraid of the Bemidji
State Beavers, the Chargers

hoped to make a stronger of
fensive presence early in the
second and final game of the
series.
Amid two tough de
fenses, neither team could
gain the upper hand in the
first period.
UAH finally opened up
the scoring at 2:52 in the sec
ond period when Jared Ross
scored his seventeenth goal
of the season off of a Craig
Bushey and Bruce Mulherin
assist.
Bemidji State fire back
twice at the 7:15 and 8:19
marks in the second period
to take a 2-1 lead.
Craig Bushey would an

swer back for UAH at 10:08
with a goal of his own.
The Beavers would round
out the flurry of scores dur
ing the second period at
11:50.
The Chargers headed to
the locker room for the sec
ond intermission, down 3-2.
After about 19 minutes of
scoreless play in the third
period, UAH pulled goalie
Scott Munroe in hopes of
gaining at least another tie
against the Beavers.
Once again, it worked...for
Bemidji State. The Beavers
scored an empty net goal at
19:37 in the final period to end
the game at 4-2. The loss

dropped the Chargers (9-6-1)
in CHA play and the Beavers
improved (13-2-1).
The Chargers next face off
against Wayne State at the
VBC on February 28 and 29,
which will be the last games
UAH will play at home this
season, so be sure to make
your way down to the game!
Both games will also be
broadcast on ESPN 1450 AM
radio and on Eyecentric.com.
Sunday's game will also be
available in pay-per-view
video format on Eyecentric's
website. On Saturday the
puck drops at 3:05 PM and
on the Sunday the puck
drops at 4:05 PM.

McDaniel Smashes Record at DePauw Indoor Classic
By Matt Wilson
Sports Writer
UAH Head Coach David
Cain took a handful of his
track athletes to Greencastle,
Indiana last weekend for the
annual DePauw Indoor Clas
sic.
Cain had hopes of seeing
his 5000 meter runners attain
a provisional qualifying mark
for the NCAA Indoor Cham
pionships to be held in Bos
ton on March 12 and 13.
With three indoor meets
(that did not have a 5000m

event) under their belts and
less than a month before the
national competition, Cain
decided it was best to give
the Lady Chargers more than
one chance to qualify.
If he had not taken the
group to this meet, then the
girls would have had just one
chance to qualify at the
Clemson Classic for the na
tional competition.
Cain remarked,"I took this
trip primarily to give the 5k
(5000m) runners' two
chances to qualify."
Cain took two Chargers

and four Lady Chargers to
the meet.
The UAH men, Justin
Pruitt and Mark Ullom com
peted in the mile and the 800m
races. Pruitt took fifth in the
mile with a time of 4:34 (Min
utes: Seconds). While Ullom
placed second and broke his
own school record with a time
of 1:57.48 seconds in the 800m
event.
Sophomore Bethany
Holder placed sixth in high
jump competition but fell
short of a provisional quali
fying mark in the event.

Holder will have one more
chance to qualify at the
Clemson Classic next week
end.
The Lady Chargers swept
the top three spots in the
5000 meter run. Freshman
Katherine Herring placed
third with a stout time of
18:57, while teammate Caitlin
Heider finished in second
place with a personal best
time of 18:32.
"I'm proud of Caitlin. She
had a really strong perfor
mance," said Cain of Heider's
race.

The race was dominated
by senior Brooke McDaniel.
'Blazin' McDaniel burned her
way around the 200m track
and lapped the entire field on
her way to a provisional quali
fying mark of 17:49.95 and a
first place finish.
McDaniel's time smashed
the meet record of 18:14.9,
and broke her previous In
door UAH record of 18:17.2.
"It was a long and tiring
drive but it was certainly
worth it to see Brooke run a
PR (personal record), break
the meetjecord, and run a

provisional qualifying mark
for nationals," said Cain of
the trip.
McDaniel joins teammate
Lamardra Moore as the sec
ond Lady Charger to set a
provisional qualifying mark
for the NCAA Indoor Cham
pionships. Moore set a pro
visional qualifying mark in the
long jump competition at
Sewanee two weekends ago
with a leap of 18 feet 5.75
inches.
The Chargers return to
competition February 28 at
the Clemson Classic.

Chargers Take Three Out of Four During Homestand
By Heather Evans
Sports Writer
Charger Baseball opened
jp at home with three wins
ind one tough loss last
weekend. The Chargers
played Martin Methodist on
Friday and Freed Hardeman
an Monday afternoon.
UAH 2, MMU 0 F (Feb
ruary 20)
The UAH Baseball
Team got off to a great start
as the Chargers beat Martin
Methodist 2-0 in their 2004
home opener.
The Chargers' two runs
in the first inning proved to
be enough to keep MMU
from stealing the UAH win.
Center fielder Ryan Cox,
left fielder Carl Walker, and
third baseman Bert Watkins
all started out the game with
singles.
These hits, combined
with walks issued to Jeremy
Mclntyre and Wes Long,
gave the Chargers enough

PATELfrom page4—
ward/center Dori Wimberly,
ind
guard
Candice
Robinson.
And for a parting shot,
emember for the hockey and
basketball games this week;
blease support your UAH
Zhargers by wearing blue
;olor shirts at basketball and
lockey games for this week
end. It is "Bleed in Blue"
week!

drive in the first inning to last
throughout the rest of the
game.
Senior Kyle Olson pitched
five innings for the Chargers
and picked up his second win
on the year. Reliever Sean
Kroenke also assisted while
collecting the save.
MMU 7, UAH 4 F (Febru
ary 20)
The final game on Friday
afternoon handed the Charg
ers their first loss of the sea
son when their sixth inning
comeback fell short.
Martin Methodist was up
on the Chargers three to zero
by the sixth due in part to the
two home runs from Martin
third baseman Devin Rocha.
Yet in the bottom of the
sixth the Charger bats started
swinging while racking up
four hits and scoring three
runs. But the 3-3 tie was short
lived as Martin came back in
the top of the seventh to add
another four runs to its run
ning total.

The Chargers gave the
game one last try with a homer
by Senior Wes Long in the
bottom of the seventh. But
the Chargers ultimately fell
short and came away with
their first defeat.
UAH 6, FHU 2 F (Febru
ary 23)
On Monday afternoon
UAH faced the Freed
Hardeman Lions, whose fight
was noble but unparalleled
with the skills of the Charger
Baseball Team.
The doubleheader action
began with a 6-2 Charger vic
tory over the Lions.
The offensive drive
started with sophomore right
fielder Ryan Bowerman's
grand slam in the fourth. The
Charger lead was tacked on
when Senior Bert Watkins
batted in shortstop Wes
Long and later helped himself
to a run off a wild pitch by
the Lions.
Collecting the win for the
Chargers was Junior Tyde

Meadows, who in five in
nings only gave up three hits,
one run, and four walks while
striking out seven at the
plate. Reliever Sean Kroenke
finished out the game for
UAH.
UAH 8, FHU 7 F (February 23)
The Chargers' win
ning spirit continued into the
second game when the
"Boys in Blue" pulled out a
hard-fought victory by
downing the Lions 8-7.
The Chargers went down
early in the game and were
trailing 6-2 in the bottom of
the fifth. The Chargers were
able to pick up five runs on
the inning thanks to a homer
and a trio of Freed Hardeman
errors.
The home run can be at
tributed to sophomore first
baseman Brett Dunlap, who
went two for four at the plate
and also contributed three
RBI's with his game tying
home run.

The UAH Chargers baseball team, seen here against Freed
Hardeman, are currently ranked #4 in the Division II
National Polls.

Yet the Lions attempted
one last effort at a win by
coming back in the top of the
seventh to tie the game.
This gave the Chargers
the final at bat to the seal the
win. And in true Charger style
the offense delivered as they
accumulated 2 hits before
scoring one run to end the
game.
Jimmy Altsman started
out the game on the mound
for the Chargers and Ryan
Vinson finished it out while

also picking up his second
win on the season.
After last weekends'
home action, the Chargers
now stand at 6 and 1 on the
season and are ranked #4 in
the Division II NCAA Col
lege Baseball Standings. The
Chargers hit the road this
weekend to take on Pfeiffer,
Bloomfield, and Columbus St.
in Columbus, GA.

Intramurals Spring Re-registration
If you registered for a sport in the second round of spring intramurals, please re-register now.
To re-register for spring sports, or even to register for the first time, visit the intramural website,
http://www.uah.edu/intramural/ or visit the office in room 208, Spragins Hall. Similarly, if
there is a sport we do not offer and you are interested in send an email to intramur@email.uah.edu.
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Spotlight
By Jorge Raub

Entertainment
Musical Grease Is Still Word at VBC

Entertainment
Editor
raubj@email.uah.edu

By Alyce Hothem
Entertainment Writer

It seems to me there is a very disturbing trend going
on in the world today. Well, I actually first noticed this
last fall - but every now and then it keeps creeping back
into peoples' conversations.
I don't know if you know this or not, but people are
publishing their most intimate, random, disturbing, per
sonal, and not-necessarily coherent thoughts online
for any poor fool who stumbles blindly into their little
corner of cyber-world to see.
I am told that the phenomenon is called "blogging."
Really it should be referred to as "flogging" for, after
perusing a few of those sites, that's the conclusion I
came to concerning what should be done about these
people.
Don't get me wrong. The Internet isa beautiful thing.
You can find just about anything you want online- and
I do indeed mean anything. There are endless amounts
of information out there.
In a sense, it's democracy at its finest - equal oppor
tunity for all! Anyone can post whatever he or she
chooses - useless information, opinions, and Grandma's
favorite recipes. Everyone has a voice. It's too much.
This can lead to lots of unnecessary traffic on the
Information Superhighway - a lot of stuff getting in
between me and what I need.
It also raises interesting questions like "Yes, every
one has a voice but should they all use it?" "Should
people be allowed to post without the assistaffce of a
spell-checker and a dictionary?"
I can't say that I am qualified to answer these ques
tions. I just throw them out there into the public debate.
But this blogging thing, it's like reality television,
it's everywhere. I went to an event and was astounded
at the number of people there going on and on about
their daily journals and how "everyone is doing it."
It's insanity. I don't have a web page - I wouldn't
know how to create one. I don't post my most intimate
thoughts and written meanderings online for anyone to
see. I'm not that vain nor do I think my random daily
thoughts all that important.
Well, in a sense, I am indeed vain. It's sort of the
nature of the beast when it comes to writers. We all
think we have something to say and then we write it
down. You, the reader, get to consume it and decide for
yourself whether it's relevant and the quality of the
work.
When one blogs, it seems there's no guarantee of
editing or even careful thought in the writing. It's just
out there for all the world to peruse - getting in my way
when I type in a search term and it takes me to your little
journal instead of something a bit more official and, say,
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The Broadway Theatre
League presented the tour
ing company of Grease at the
Von Braun Concert Hall Feb
ruary 20-22 as part of the
2003-2004 Broadway Series.
The star of the musical
was the legendary Frankie
Avalon who reprised his role
as Teen Angel and stole the
show during the Saturday
afternoon matinee.
Before the show, Vince
Fontaine entertained the
crowd and led a dance con
test up on stage. The fun
began with a rendition of the
Rydell Alma Mater and then
the familiar characters filled
the stage.
Derek Keeling played
Danny Zuko with Tiana
Checchia
as
Sandy
Dumbrowski (not Olsson as
in the film). Both were great,
yet Checcia's voice was a bit
grating at times. Keeling was
quite funny, especially in the

scene at the drive-in.
The Pink Ladies and the
Burger Palace Boys (versus
the T-birds as in the film) were
all well-cast. Jacqueline
Colmer as Rizzo did a phe
nomenal job on her solo
"There Are Worse Things I
Could Do."
The ensemble was also
splendid. As is conventional,
the ensemble players also act
as understudies; luckily,
none of the understudies
went on. It is refreshing to
have a performance where all
of the listed actors actually
perform.
The show-stopping num
ber, undoubtedly, belonged
to Frankie Avalon. When he
appeared on stage, the crowd
went crazy. His rendition of
the often-performed "Beauty
School Dropout" was still
fresh and fun. The applause
following the song drowned
out the next few lines of dia
logue.
Two of the most recogniz
able songs ended the musi

cal—"You're the One That I
Want" and a reprise of "We
Go Together."
Following the bows and a
standing ovation, Frankie
Avalon grabbed a micro
phone and gave a show of
his own. He told a few jokes
and an anecdote about his
first trip to Huntsville in 1958.
Avalon also sang a num
ber of his signature songs
including "Beach Blanket
Bingo" and "Venus" with the
cast backing him up. Al
though it almost seemed to
overshadow the musical, it
was a fitting end and a won
derful tribute to the renowned
Avalon.
This version of the musi
cal included "Hopelessly
Devoted to You" which was
written for the 1978 film and
was not in the original play
that preceded the movie.
There were also a number of
other differences from the
original play—a few songs
were left out and a few sce
narios were changed. Of

course, there are innumerable
differences between the
stage version and the film
starring John Travolta and
Olivia Newton-John.
The sets used were eye
catching yet did not over
power the relatively small
stage. A large structure with
neon lights and pictures of
the era framed the stage and
added a further touch of nos
talgia.
The music was rich and
clear and the sound was
fairly good, yet there were a
few microphone crackles and
pops. The choreography by
Christopher Fattelli was intri
cate, fast-paced, and very
entertaining. On the whole,
director Ray DeMattis did a
superb job bringing it all to
gether.
Grease was a fun time for
all ages and not a bad way to
spend a Saturday afternoon.
For information on upcoming
Broadway Theater Theatre
League presentations, call
518-6155.

Alyce's Predictions for the Oscars
By Alyce Hothem
Movie Reviewer
Well, it is that time of year
again—the time when Holly
wood celebrates its most tal
ented performers, its most
deserving actors, directors,
producers, and so on.
Okay, so the Academy
Awards do not always go to
the most deserving, and cer
tainly not to the most tal
ented. Nevertheless, the Os
cars are the culmination of a
months-long award season
and still the most coveted
award in show business.
Just for fun, I thought I
would take a look at the nomi
nees and make some predic
tions about who should win

and who actually will win.
Director: Sofia Coppola
(Lost in Translation), Clint
Eastwood (Mystic River),
Peter Jackson (The Lord of
the Rings: the Return of the
King), Fernando Meirelles
(Cidade de Deus), Peter Weir
(Master and Commander).
Should/Will Win: Peter Jack
son. The voters will reward
Jackson for the totality of all
three LOTR films, and right
fully so.
Supporting Actor: Alec
Baldwin (The Cooler),
Benicio Del Toro (21 Grams),
Djimon
Hounsou
(In
America),Tim Robbins(Mys
tic River), Ken Watanabe
(The Last Samurai). Should
Win: Benicio Del Toro. Del
Toro most likely will be shut
out because he won an Os
car for 2000's Traffic. Will
Win: Tim Robbins. Robbins
is also very deserving—he
plays the most sympathetic
character in the film.
Supporting
Actress:
Shohreh Aghdashloo (House
of Sand and Fog), Patricia
Clarkson (Pieces of April),

Marcia Gay Harden (Mystic
River), Holly Hunter (Thir
teen), Renee Zellweger (Cold
Mountain). Should Win:
Marcia Gay Harden. Her per
formance was wrought with
emotion and one of the best
of the year. Will Win:
Zellweger. She has been
nominated twice before for
leading roles; it looks like the
third time will be the charm.
Actor: Johnny Depp (Pi
rates of the Caribbean), Ben
Kingsley (House of Sand and
Fog), Jude Law (Cold Moun
tain), Bill Murray (Lost in
Translation), Sean Penn
(Mystic River). Should Win:
Johnny Depp—who can re
sist that slurring, eyelinerwearing lovable Captain Jack
Sparrow? Will Win: This is a
tough category, but I think
that Sean Penn will take this
one home.
Actress: Keisha CastleHughes (Whale Rider), Diane
Keaton (Something's Gotta
Give), Samantha Morton (In
America), Charlize Theron
(Monster), Naomi Watts (21
Grams). Should Win: Castle-

Hughes. At only thirteen,
this is one talented little girl.
Will Win: Charlize Theron—
the trend lately in the Best
Actress category has leaned
towards beautiful women
who play less than attractive
people, such as Halle Berry
and Nicole Kidman.
Picture: The Lord of the
Rings: the Return of the King,
Lost in Translation, Master
and Commander: the Far
Side of the World, Mystic
River, Seabiscuit. Should/
Will Win: The Lord of the
Rings. As is the case of di
rector Peter Jackson, the fi
nal film in the series will take
home the Oscar because of
the whole of the trilogy. It
truly was a magnificent un
dertaking—all three films
were shot at the same time
and completely out of se
quence.
We'll see if any of these
predictions hit the mark; I'll
print the results next week.
Be sure to watch the Acad
emy Awards this Sunday at 7
p.m. on ABC!
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Pompeiia Novel Idea Gone Wrong
By Shonneky
Langham
Literary Critic
August 24, AD is a day
that has been etched in the
memories of anyone who has
a streak of the macabre float
ing in their souls. It was on
this day that Mt.Vesuvius
blew its top and killed thou
sands of citizens of a small
town in Italy called Pompeii.
Many of the bodies of the
dead were left in grotesque
poses, petrified by the pum
ice and ash thrown on their
scalded bodies. Sounds like
it would make a right fun read,
huh? Well think again.
Robert Harris has written
a book, Pompeii, that
chronicles the last two days
of a town doomed into in
famy and doomed to death.
The novel's main charac
ter is a gentleman named
Marcus Attilius. Attilius is an
aquarius, which means he is
responsible for the repair of
the aqueducts that run un
derground and supply the
town with water.
He is summoned from
Rome to go to a. town called
Misenum where the resident
Aquarius is missing and the
town leaders fear foul play.
To add to that, the town's
water supply is dwindling
rapidly.

The new aquarius is faced
with finding the source of the
problem, fixing it, and finding
out what happened to the last
aquarius. While doing this he
has to contend with a bellig
erent crew, a damsel in dis
tress and a lot of pompous
obnoxious Roman high-hats.
That sounds like a lot to
contend with and that is one
of the main problems of the
book. It tries to be too much
at once. The book has a
schizophrenic complex. It
cannot decide if it is a murder
mystery or if it is a love story.
It really is a nonfiction
book that tries to disguise it
self as fiction. For anyone
who thinks my criticism may
be a little harsh it should be
noted here that Robert Har
ris is a writer of primarily nonfiction work. The novel reads
like a textbook.
Harris writes both the de
scriptions of the aqueducts
and the dialogue between the
characters, in a technical, al
most wooden way. The char
acters are never more than
one-dimensional.
Even the story's villain, an
ex-slave named Ampliatus,
seems like a prototype for
every villain that ever was.
Shrewd and sadistic, yet
charming and suave. It is all
a little too neat and tidy to be
believable.

Robert Harris is not a bad
writer, really. It is just that his
experience with nonfiction
has created a style that just
does not translate well to fic
tion writing.
Take Cordelia, for in
stance. The lovely, volup
tuous Cordelia is the daugh
ter of the villain but the love
interest of the hero, her
father's enemy. How cliche is
that!
It is like Harris has a list of
character traits for the hero
and heroine and he has
checked them off as he has
written.
Beautiful...
check.. ..Intelligent.. .deck.. ...has
a relationship between villain
and hero that is sure to cause
tension...check.
It is all a lot to deal with
and I hate to sound negative
but most of the book is not
good.
Is there anything about
the book I liked? Sure. I liked
the tension that Harris cre
ates in the moments leading
up to the eruption. Every
thing feels sultry. The heat is
almost palpable. When the
sonic boom of the eruption
sounds across the cities of
Pompeii and Herculaneum
you feel rattled to the bone
with it.
The audience feels the
townspeople's desperation
during the flight to survival.

Get On Board Sushi Boat
By James Fluhler
Restaurant Critic
Last Wednesday I went
to the grand opening of
Sushi Boat in Madison and
tried sushi for the very first
time. I never thought that I
would eat sushi but I am glad
that I did.
If sushi does not appeal
to you, Sushi Boat serves
more than just Sushi. I went
around 1:15 PM and it was
not crowded.
The decorations are
simple and clean; dark
grained wood chairs and
tables and the shiny hibachi
grills.
This restaurant is totally
different than any other in
Huntsville or Madison. The
name explains what to expect
"Sushi [on] Boat [s]." How
ever, because they have the
hibachi grills they also serve
Tepanyaki style food.
Because most of the
plates come with three of one
thing on it, my friends and I
all got to try everything. The
price is based on plates,
where lunch price is $1.50 a
plate.
In total we ate 12 plates
of sushi (about three pieces
a plate) that cost under $20
and included our drinks and
soup. The meal was very
good, and the chef was great
and told us what was good
and made our sushi with per

fection.
The sushi is made and
placed on boats that wrap
around the elliptical sushi bar.
The boats are connected and
float on the water. This easy
system of moving boats
makes for faster operation
and allows customers to see
what has already been made.
The chef will also prepare
specially made sushi not on
the menu.
As we walked into the
door we were asked if we
wanted to be seated at the
sushi bar or a hibachi grill.
We chose to sit at the sushi
bar but I had planned to just
try the sushi and get some
thing else for my meal.
After being seated our
drink orders were taken.A few
minutes later our drinks were
served along side of a small
bowl of soup with broth, tofu
and a few vegetables.
My companion Crystal
had eaten sushi before and
knew what to get. The first
thing that we tried was Cali
fornia rolls, which were rolls
of white rice, seaweed, and
vegetables with a center of
tuna and a few small orange
fish eggs. Though this may
seem gross to explain it actu
ally looks very nice and tasted
pretty good.
The next version of sushi
that we tried was a spicy
shrimp roll, which was a roll
with white rice, seaweed, and

a center of shrimp drizzled
with an orange sauce. This
type of sushi was also fairly
good, not my favorite, but it
was made well.
The next type of sushi
that I tried was the salmon
sushi, which was a thick layer
of white rice and a piece of
fresh salmon on top. The
salmon was pretty good but
tastes very different from
cooked salmon.
Another style of sushi
that we tried was Tamago
sushi that was a thick layer
of white rice topped with a
slice of yellow egg omelet.
This could really be eaten as
a desert because it was very
sweet. It was one of
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We feel the burning in the
throats when the people
breathe hot ash. The ability
to accurately describe the
scientific aspects of the vol
canic eruption is where this
novel succeeds.
Overall the novel does
little more than educate us on
how volcanoes erupt and the
effects of said eruptions.
If anyone really wants to
know more about the real city
of Pompeii and how Mt.
Vesuvius destroyed vast
segments of it, I say go some
where and read up on the
subject. It is extremely inter
esting and this book just does
not do it justice.
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TopTen Movies
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Calendar of Events for the City of Huntsville

Thursday February 26
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express presents Henry IV,
Part I in the UC Exhibit Hall at 7:30 p.m. Preceded by Dr.
John Mebane's pre-show lecture at 6:30 p.m.

Friday February 27
Office of Multicultural Affairs presents Black History
Month Luncheon: "The Influence of Blacks upon Ala
bama History," Dr. Richard Bailey, Montgomery, at 11:15
a.m. in theTom Bevill Conference Center.

Friday February 27
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express presents Oscar |
Wilde's The Importance of Being Earnest in the UC Ex
hibit Hall at 7:30 p.m. Preceded by Dr. Julie Early's preshow lecture at 6:30 p.m.

Friday March 5
Public Lecture: "Philosophy and Race: The Whiteness
of Being" at 7:30 p.m. in Roberts Recital Hall. Reception
to follow.

Through March 17
Times valid
on Thursdays only

50 First Dates (PG-13)
1:00PM 3:00PM
5:00PM 7:00PM
9:00PM
Barbershop2 (PG-13)
1:15PM 4:15PM
7:05PM 9:20PM

Now accepting applications for Limestone Dust Poetry
Festival. For more information, go to http://
www.limestonedustpoetry.org or call (256) 428-8300.

FREE MOVIE

Cheaper By the Dozen
(PG) 1:30PM 4:00PM
7:00PM 9:20PM

A.C.E. Presents Gothika

Cold Mountain (R)
4:00PM 9:00PM

Wednesday, March 3rd at 9:00 PM in the
cafeteria

Confessions of a
Teenage Drama Queen
(PG) 1:30PM 3:3DPM
5:30PM 7:30PM
9:45PM
Eurotrip (R) 1:20PM
3:20PM 5:20PM
7:20PM 9:20PM
Return of the King
(PG-13) 1:00PM
4:30PM 8:15PM
The Adventures of
Ociee Nash (G) 1:00PM
7:00PM
The Passion of the
Christ (R) 1:30PM
2:00PM 4:00PM
5:00PM 7:00PM
8:00PM 9:30PM
Welcome to
Mooseport (PG-13)
1:15PM 4:15PM
7:00PM 9:30PM
TopTen Singles

1. 50 First Dates
12. Confessions of a
Teenage Drama Queen
3. Miracle
4. Welcome to Mooseport
5. Eurotrip
6. Barbershop 2
7. Mystic River
8.Against the Ropes
9.Tne Butterfly Effect
10.The Return of the
King

GOLDEN

1. "Yeah!" Usher
2. "Slow Jamz" Twista
3. "The Way You Move"
Outkast
4. "Me Myself & I"
Beyonce
5. "Hey Ya" Outkast
6. "One Call Away" Chingy
7. "Hotel" Cassidy
8. "Tipsy" J-Kwon
9. "Sorry 2004" Ruben
Stoddard
10. "You Don't Know My
Name" Alicia Keys

EVENTS
Music Events for the City of Huntsville

Thursday February 26
Crossroads - The Snake Doctors
Furniture Factory - Dan Hardin
Humphrey's - Short Bus

Friday February 27
Crossroads - The Loft
Furniture Factory - The Scratch Band
Kaffeeklatsch -Ricky Ray Rector
Humphrey's - Mem Shannon & The Membership
Sammy T's - The Land

Saturday February 28
The Corner - Lacey Atchison
Crossroads - Stout
Furniture Factory - Chad Reeves
Flying monkey - Chipper Thompson
Tavern under the Square - Patrick Hogan

Sunday February 29
Crossroads - Movie Night
Humphrey's - The Dog & Pony Show
Kaffeeklatsch - Blues Jam
Tavern under the Square - Ant & Andrew
Monday March 1
The Corner - Dave Anderson
Crossroads- Monday Night Roots Review
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Katie Powers
Known around campus as "Katie P," she is a senior in Management and Marketing
and will be graduating in May 2004. She is currently active in the Delta Zeta Sorority,
UAH Lancers, COMPASS, and is a member of numerous other organizations both on
and off campus as a volunteer and a member of the community providing service to
others. Katie is also an amateur bowler here in Huntsville and carries one of the
highest female averages in the state. She maintains a good academic record while
continuing to participate in activities around campus.

Hello! I am Kimberly Battle from Enterprise, Alabama. I originally came to UAH
because of an Reserves Officers Training Corps scholarship I received from the Army.
While at the university I discovered the excellent engineering program and decided
that this was the place for me. I have enjoyed participating in several diverse organi
zations which include but are not limited to the following: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Inc., Chaplain; Student Government Association, Vice President, External Affairs
Chair, Campus Affairs Committee Chair; Black Student Association, Circle K, and
Compass Counselor. While being at UAH I have enjoyed the people, academics, and
the administration. In the future I hope that title of Homecoming Queen will be less
about popularity and more about community service.

Megan Morris
Megan is a senior and ultimately pursuing a career in Optometry. Megan was nomi
nated by the Delta Zeta Sorority, where she serves as Vice President of New Member
Education. She is also active in the Alpha Epsilon Delta Premedical Honor Society, the
Biology Club, and serves as Historian of the Medical Careers Club.

Whitney Mock
I am a senior in Chemical Engineering at UAH. Originally from Houston, Texas. 1 came
to UAH to play volleyball in the fall of 1999 and finished my career in the fall of 2002.
While at UAH I have joined many clubs and organizations. Currently I am the Presi
dent of Omega Chi Epsilon and I am a Kappa Delta alumnus. I am also a member of
AIChE, Lancers, Charger Chasers and Tau Beta Pi. I would like to thank AlChE for
nominating me and I hope that everybody enjoys all the Homecoming events.

Samantha Wimberly is a senior majoring in the biological sciences and minoring in
marine science and chemistry. Hoping to go into research, she wants to work in neurol
ogy or forensics. Samantha is the Student Government President and has been in the
organization for four years. In her four years she has held several positions, such as
organizations chair of the senate, and has received the most outstanding committee
chair award. Other awards she has received include Who's Who Among American
Colleges and the National Dean's List. Other activities include working on the Frosh
Mosh Committee for 3 years and participating in several philanthropy events. These
comprise of the Up 'Til Dawn fundraiser for St. Jude's Children Research Hospital and
Toy's For Tot's. She also is a weekend manager at the university center and plays
intramural Softball.
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Brandon Price
The roller coaster ride began for me in August of 2000, and the ride has not slowed
down since! I am currently the Commander of Sigma Nu Fraternity, Three-year
COMPASS Counselor, and a UAH Lancer. I also enjoy fishing, music of Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Chicago Cubs baseball, and talking with the ladies. UAH has been so
much more than I have expected. I have had ample opportunities to excel in academ
ics and leadership here. The people are great here, and I always have felt at home.
I am proud to serve on UAH's Homecoming Court and my mom broke down in tears
when she heard that her little boy could be Homecoming King!

Michael Kinzer
Michael Kinzer is a finance major graduating in May. Kinzer has been involved with
SGA, Compass Orientation, Business Student Council and Lancers. He has served
as Chaplain, Usher, Vice-President and Rush Chairman of the Alpha Tau Omega
Fraternity. Michael will be working with Old Stone Mortgage upon graduation, so if
you need a house, call him!

"Since being here at UAH I have learned a few things about life along the way: I. It is
possible to get along with everybody. 2. Do not make things so complicated all the
time....sometimes just sit back and say "Screw it, It is what it is..." 3. Your most
valuable resources are not found in a building, a classroom, or on a sheet of paper
they hand you when you graduate...It is found in the friends that you made while on
this crazy rollercoaster we call college. Thanks to all those that voted in the election
and I will miss UAH, everything from skipping class to being unemployed and funded
by my parents. REAL WORLD HERE I COME!!! WOOHOO!!"

Russell Crosswy
Russell Crosswy is a junior in Electrical Engineering and hails from Tuilahoma. TN.
Russell is active with the Sigma Nu Fraternity as LEAD Chairman and is also IFC
President, a Compass Counselor. Lancer, and Charger Chaser. Russell co-ops with
Radiance Technologies, Inc. in Huntsville.

Michael Moore
I am a senior here at UAH double majoring in accounting and MIS. I work as a student
recruiter for UAH in the UAH admissions office. I am active here on campus in the SGA
(House), the COMPASS counselor program (2nd yr counselor), Circle K, National Soci
ety of Black Engineers, the Business Student Council, and I am serving as the Black
Student Association's 2003-2004 president. My nominations for homecoming were from
the UAH admissions office and the Student Government Association.
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Jack Still Getting
Attention
By Chris Brown
Editor-in-Chief

I wrestled with the thought of adding any more to
the 'Jack' debate, and certainly I originally did not plan
to add any more. However, as the letters keep pouring in
(three letters is pouring in Exponent terms) I decided to
add another paragraph or two, particularly in response
to Candice Rigsby. The monologue that Rigsby referred
to is indeed the one I referenced earlier about the seduc
tion of a thirteen year old by a twenty four year old. As
I said before, this was changed in performances in 2001
to reflect what Rigsby described due to public outcry
over the young age of the girl and the 'good rape' com
ment. Since it was changed only due to public outcry, I
have little reason to believe the original intent or under
lying beliefs have changed. As far as ludicrous reason
ing is concerned, I do not recall the Catholic Church
supporting homosexual behavior among priests. When
the Pope writes a story about homosexual intercourse
being good, I will consider that to be a valid compari
son. I would also like to point out that what Rigsby
euphemistically calls "a woman's right" and "choices
about [her] own body" I and many others call the mur
der of innocent children. This still has little to do with
issues of abuse and violence. The ad hominem attack at
the end of Rigsby's letter effectively proves my other
points.
For everyone who still does not understand I will
make the basic point again. The Vagina Monologues is
a play describing how women feel about various events,
many involving some form of sexual abuse, with the
intent of letting men and society know how they feel
about issues of sexuality. The 'Jack's Penis' article of
two weeks ago was meant to give women and society a
glimpse of how many men feel about the way they are
now portrayed, the way that violence against men is
practically ignored, the way sex is regularly used as a
weapon against men, the way men are so often falsely
accused, the way men are without rights in family courts
and abortion clinics, the way men feel when they see
productions that in every way seem to demonize them
just for being men, and the way men feel when such
productions hand out buttons with words I cannot print
here. If men sharing their own feelings about these is
sues is considered so outrageous and insulting, then
there is truly a double standard at work.
I would encourage anyone who did not see the pro
duction to go read the play or see another production of
it. This way people in the UAH community will be able
to judge whether this is something they want their money
spent on, particularly when there is already another pro
duction of the play in Huntsville. This way UAH stu
dents can decide whether it was worth $1000 of SGA
money from their student fees tosend Rigsby and Katrina
Fomich to Las Vegas to learn more about putting on the
play.
With the flood of responses and perspectives printed
here this week, I will now close discussion on it. I think
that everything that could be said about the issue has
been said, and then some. I do not plan on printing any
more about it unless I get a truly monumental and en
lightening piece submitted. Next week we will return to
our regularly scheduled programming.

Are you in the
mood to gripe?
Write a letter to the
editor,
editor @
exponentuah.edu

Editorial
LETTERS

to the Editor

The deadline for letters to the editor is Sunday at midnight for the
issue to be published the following Thursday. Letters to the editor
will not be published anonymously. The Exponent will not edit
letters for grammar, spelling, or punctuation. All letters are the ex
pressed opinion of the author and do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of Ala
bama in Huntsville

Dear Editor,
I would like to thank Patrick
Bobo for his article, "Stand
Up for Marriage Between
Man and Woman." I agree
fully with his position of sup
porting the Federal Marriage
Amendment and would en
courage others to do the
same. In Aylce Hothem's ar
ticle, "The First Amendment:
Freedom of and from Reli
gion," a quote was used by
John Adams. Research has
shown that Adams added
this part to the treaty to com
fort the fears of Muslim rul
ers in Tripoli, not for Consti
tutional clarification. The
Founding Fathers did not in
tend to remove all govern
ment acknowledgement of
God, only for government not
to establish or prohibit people
from practicing their religion.
Thoroughly researching their
writings will lead to this con
clusion. If you are offended
by the Ten Commandments
being displayed, tough. You
don't have the right not to
be offended. This is the way
America was founded. If you
don't like it, leave it.
Sincerely,
Adam Lea
Dear Editor,
I wish to offer congratula
tions to Jack's penis. Good
for it for speaking out! I wish
to remind Jack's penis that
using its voice is the best
way to gain the recognition
it clearly craves. Happily,
there were similar voices
speaking out on V-Day on
the UAH campus. Jack's
penis expressed quite clearly
that it has issues too. If I
- understood the article cor
rectly, Jack's penis feels
falsely accused as an "in
strument of violence" and
frustrated by its lack of
choice in pregnancy issues.
I am sorry that Jack's penis
feels vilified by the statistics
of rape and violence against
women. I know many noble
and caring penises, and I
wince for them every day
when I open the paper and
learn of another rape or mur
der perpetuated by a man
against a woman. But I only
have so much energy for
sympathy, so I must spend
it on the victim, not on the
perpetrator or on the social
stigmas the report perpetu

ates.
That is why I believe in the
V-Day campaign. I believe
that Jack's penis has every
right to launch a similar cam
paign of empowerment and
education. Think of the pos
sibilities if Jack's penis chose
to educate young men about
safe and effective birth con
trol use, so that the penis'
owner would not have to deal
with unwanted fatherhood.
Imagine if Jack's penis put its
energy, as many vaginas
have done, into raising
money to help survivors of
sexual abuse, to help children
be safe. Envision a safe
house in every community
where male and female abus
ers could go for help in break
ing cycles of violence. Per
haps then, when all have con
ceived of a world where we
can really talk about our bod
ies and feel safe, both the
penises and vaginas can
unite and declare, as Jack's
penis entreated, "that [they
have] had enough."
Sincerely,
Alanna Frost

To Whom It May Concern:
This is a response to TECH
TALK (page 3, February 1925 issue). I used to be irri
tated by people who used
their cell phones in class, too.
However, my grandfather
has been in and out of the
hospital with kidney prob
lems here lately, and I now
understand just how won
derful it is to have a cell
phone with you as a link to
the rest of your family dur
ing
stressful times. Thanks to
the cell phone, if something
happened that I needed to
know about, I was able to be
reached. Therefore, I would
not entirely ban cell phone
use during class—it could
be a student's only link to a
relative in times of need.
Thanks for understanding
my side of the story.
Sincerely,
John Hampton
Education Major
UAH.
Dear News Editor & Jack:
While worthwhile, endeavors
to end violence against
women such as V-day raise
tempers within the feminist

movement. Many men like
myself really appreciated the
jack article, because we were
starting to feel like some
members of the female com
munity lost track of the pur
pose of v-day and widened
its focus to manhate-day. It
was not the purpose, nor the
intent, nor can that be con
trolled. But the media can and
should express an alternate
opinion. Many people have
reacted badly to this article,
and I believe it is due to
pride, not injustice. If you
read the jack article (I highly
recommend this), you'll see
nothing about "I am jack's
misogynist penis" or "I like
to slap it, slap it." On the con
trary, the message seemed to
advocate equality amongst
the sexes, and criticize those
who would use retribution
and misdirected hate as a
means to achieve it. On a
lighter note, there is currently
no campus movement to end
violence against men. I have
been sucker punched by
many a girlfriend. Perhaps I
am as sexist as people claim
my gender can be, because I
never hit back.
Keep fighting the good fight,
Jeff Cotten
Dear Editor,
Make no mistake. "The Va
gina Monologues" is a femi
nist play, yet, it is not a play
just for women; it is a play
for men as well. The produc
tion has been criticized as
having a male-bashing spin.
TVM is anything but antimale. As this year's narrator,
I often looked out into the
audience and saw men who
were laughing hysterically or
staring intensely. Simulta
neously, I could imagine
these men holding their
loved one's hands a little
tighter when the thought en
tered their mind of their wife
being raped or their children
being molested. The orga
nizer and cast made a point
of welcoming the men in the
audience, and some of the
monologues depict men who
are tender and loving. Not
once have we attempted to
"demonize the entire male
gender" or thought that "hav
ing a penis automatically
makes [men] just as guilty as
anyone else." Our author,
Eve Ensler, does refer to rap

ists and other enemies of fe
male happiness, but she does
not use them as stand-ins for
all men. In fact, Mr. Brown, it
almost sounds as if you are
doing what feminists are so
often accused of: confusing
a few bad guys for the entire
male species.
This play is never about male
bashing, but I am glad that a
male version of TVM was
mentioned, though. A very
effective, time-honored rhe
torical strategy, this chang
ing of shes to hes and hes to
shes. How would men be
have if they menstruated?
Could a woman get away with
a JFK- or Clinton-like lack of
sexual decorum? A play
about penises would be wel
come, but it would be far from
the first mainstream art about
penises (see Portnoy's Com
plaint).
To continue with a rebuttal
to your hidebound remarks,
no where in our V-Day pro
duction were details about a
thirteen year old girl being
raped. The example that you
mistakenly referred to is from
the monologue, "The Little
Coochi Snorcher That
Could," in which a young
woman poignantly reflects
on her pre- and post-adoles
cent sexual experiences. Her
memory from the aforemen
tioned age includes a descrip
tion that her vagina is "a very
bad place, a place of pain,
nastiness, punching, inva
sion and blood." She comes
to this conclusion after be
ing punched between the
legs at age seven, acciden
tally impaling herself on a
bedpost at age nine, and be
ing raped by her father's best
friend at age ten. The erro
neous assumption that TVM
support lesbianism, I gather,
may come from the same
monologue, where at age six
teen she is seduced by a
twenty-four year old woman.
At not one point does the girl
consider herself raped, so I
am confused as to where you
find the rape "later referred
to as a 'good rape,'" if you
are, in fact, researching the
edition that we presented.
The girl does not consider
this a bad experience; she
actually worries that she is in
love with the woman, and she
concludes that the woman
"was [her] surprising, unex-
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pected and politically incor
rect salvation [and that the
woman] raised [her] into a
kind of heaven." It is true that
the woman used alcohol as a
means of seducing the six
teen year old, but it is also
true that this experience was
the girl's only happy and
pain-free sexual experience.
As another footnote to your
unjustifiable comment that
TVM support lesbianism,
having members from the
homosexual community apart
of our campaign does not
make the entire campaign fo
cused on homosexuality. Out
of fifteen individual mono
logues, there are only two
monologues that involve a
lesbian character. Not to go
off on a tangent, but the
Catholic Church has been
plagued with allegations of
homosexual priests; if I were
to use your ludicrous reason
ing, then I could inappropri
ately state that Catholicism
openly supports homosexu
ality.
In addition, you stated that
the pro-choice stance "has
only a marginal connection to
rape and abuse." Allow me
to remind you that the vio
lence against women begins
with dehumanization. One of
the ways that patriarchal so
cieties dehumanize women is
by chipping away at their
sexuality, and the most effec
tive way to do this is to not
allow women to be proud of
their sexuality or make
choices about their own
body. The pro-choice per
spective revolves around a
woman's right to make deci
sions about her body, and
when a woman is raped or
assaulted, who better to make
decisions about her health
and safety than that woman
herself? Contrary to your re
mark, the pro-choice theme is
of paramount importance to
victims of sexual assault and
exploitation.
Since you are crossing your
arms and blindly criticizing
our production, might I sug
gest that you actually see the
college campaign before
making the feeble attempt of
grandstanding and vexing
your audience? '
Sure, it is great to be a man:
your last name stays put, you
can be president, wrinkles
add character, and people
never stare at your chest
when you are talking to them.
But, to conclude this letter in
the words of Margaret
Thatcher, if you want any
thing said, ask a man; if you
want anything done, ask a
woman.

Over to you,
Candice J. Rigsby
SGA Executive Member
Women's Studies Student
Organization President
Dear Editor,
So, Jack's Penis is enraged.
So, what? So, Jack's Penis is

sensitive? So, what? Get over
it. Go build another clock
tower, another sky rise: be a
man. If you want to feel big
ger, go buy a sports car. Do
whatever it is you need to do
to stroke your little ego. But
here is a newsflash: women
deserve the right to empower
each other anyway they
choose. What is wrong with
educating women about the
realities of life? Rape is a re
ality. Date rape is a reality.
Domestic violence is a real
ity. Discrimination is a real
ity. Women have spent far too
many years being taught to
be ashamed of being who
they are. We have spent far
too many years being second
class citizens. Women have
fought for the right to vote,
fought for the right to be
equal among men (despite
corporate glass ceilings)! So,
guess what, for once, it isn't
about Jack's Penis. Educat
ing women and men about
realities is about prevention
and awareness not about
Jack's lonely Penis who com
plains about such little things.
Jack's Penis should go back
into hiding and grow up.
Sincerely,

Lori Rase Belton
Editor's Note: This letter was
edited to remove obscenity.
Dear Editor,
I'm a white middle class male.
I eat meat, drive a truck, have
a dog, and come home from
work covered in grease. I also
went to the Vagina Mono
logues this last weekend.
And you know what? I re
ally enjoyed it. I, the statistic
posterchild of dominant so
ciety, enjoyed every minute
of it. I thought it was very
funny and very sad and did
an excellent job of voicing a
silent (or silenced) half of the
world. Important issues like
spousal abuse, rape, and the
lack of women's rights were
addressed, problems made
even more concrete by being
presented on stage with a
face and a voice. Numbers
like 22% and 58% (percent of
American and Turkish
women abused by an intimate
partner, respectively), or
statements like "Globally, at
least one in three women and
girls had been beaten or sexu
ally abused in their lifetime"
or "More than 90 million Af
rican women and girls are vic
tims of female circumcision or
other forms of genital mutila
tion" have the quiet and deep
impact and reaction they de
serve when given a human
face and not simply ink on a
page. Furthermore, the Va
gina Monologues are based
on interviews with women,
meaning the extremes pre
sented are not fiction, the
most horrible scenes dealing
with violence against women
are based on real experience,
a fact which demands pause.
All of this though is balanced

out with monologues so
funny that even the older
conservatively dressed la
dies next to me were laugh
ing hysterically. It seems that
being a woman can be very
funny. Perhaps most impor
tantly though, the mono
logues simply approached
the topic of women, bringing
into sharp societal focus the
issues still prevalent today,
both in America and the
world. And America does
have a great many problems.
Though we clamor for the
ideals of equality here, gross
separation still exists in soci
ety: women earn less, are of
ten passed over for promo
tion, and have to fight an
uphill battle to enjoy the
rights and status I take for
granted. Some women world
wide don't even have rights,
much less status. Equality is
still an ideal and the Vagina
Monologues works to make
it a reality, both through ex
emplifying the issues and
donating all proceeds to or
ganizations that work to stop
violence against women.
Hopefully there will be a day
when the Vagina Mono
logues will have nothing to
speak about. Even as a white
middle class male I can see
that there is a great deal of
work to be done for equality
to be achieved. And equal
ity, true equality does not
mean emasculation, but
rather an extension of the
rights of mankind to human
kind.
Sources:
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/
demographic/ww2000/
table6c.htm
http://www.feminist.com/antiviolence/facts.html

Sincerely,
Aaron Pinnix

WWW.

uah
exponent
.com

*1
The deadline for Dear Suzy letters is Sunday at midnight. Letters should be sent to
uahdearsuzy@yahoo.com or dropped in the bin at the Exponent office in UC-104. Anonymity will
be preserved in Dear Suzy letters. Suzy is a UAH student and is not a licensed psychologist or
therapist. Her advice is based on her own experience and should never be taken as the advice of a
physician or therapist. Her opinions do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Exponent, staff
members, or the University of Alabama in Huntsville.

Dear Suzy,
I am a sophomore and I just happen to know a lot of people and I have a lot of friends. I spend
time with this girl named Jenny a lot and she's absolutely cool. However, another friend,
Sarah, doesn't really like this too much. She thinks I am ignoring her purposely and she gets
mad at me when I tell her that I talked to Jenny or am hanging out with her. Sarah is a
wonderful person and I would still like to be her friend and all, but it hurts me to see her get
upset. I know she doesn't like Jenny, but I don't want that to ruin our friendship. What can I
do about it?

—Jonathan S.
Dear Jonathan S.,
Maybe there is something underlying the situation between Sarah and Jenny that you may
not know about. Ask Sarah honestly why she doesn't like you being friends with Jenny.
Sarah may have a lot of trust in you and think highly of you as a person and she may be afraid
Jenny is infringing too much on that. She may be afraid and is worried she may not have you
as a trusted friend anymore. Have a nice talk with Sarah one afternoon and try to understand
why she isn't real happy about the whole situation. If you make specific time for her, it will
show Sarah that you do care to be her friend and that you do want to hang out with her. If she
has a difficulty understanding this, then tell her that
you cannot be torn between either of them and you may want to give yourself some room
from both of them. Then they will realize that what they were missing and try to get it back.

—Suzy
Dear Suzy,
Someone in my class knows who you are and says you are a bright individual. Well, if you are
so smart, then please help me out with this: I am looking for the difference between a Gravity
Well and a Black Hole, a Gravity Well (collapsed star) suggests that there is a bottom or end
to it where there is a solid bottom or middle, and a Black Hole (unknown entity) suggests that
there is no end only a constant ebb and flow within the sphere where there are no solids and
time may be distorted, for this is a human measurement and space maybe folded. Thanks.

— Physicsnut
Dear Physicsnut,
Well, thank you for your compliment, but unfortunately, I am not a physics major, however, I
will help you out as best as I can. A gravity well is referred to as the potential energy function
near a gravitating body, or in simpler terms, it is used to describe the gravitational field around
an astronomical object. If this is near a black hole, it is very strong. A black hole is a
singularity, much like any space related mass, it has a gravitational field around it. It has a
strong gravity well with a point of no return. I hope this helps you out.

—Suzy
Editor's Note: A Black Hole is not necessarily an unknown entity, but is more likely a
collapsed star (usually a collapsed neutron star) itself. The difference betw een that and a
run-of-the-mill "gravity well" is that the black hole was once a body exceeding the
Chandrasekhar Limit (1.4 Solar Masses) on the minimum mass necessary to create a black
hole, and now has an event horizon within which light and radiation (excepting the Hawk
ing Radiation) cannot escape. The idea of the gravity "well" comes from the visual descrip
tion of General Relativity but really just describes the gravitational field around any object
with mass. Black Holes do still have some characteristics of ordinary objects such as rota
tion and angular momentum, as well as being responsible for gravitational tensing that
allows us to detect them to begin with. Folded (or more likely curved) timespace does not
negate the existent of extremely massive objects with an event horizon. However, research
done by our own Dr Hillman and Dr Lieu may change everything we think we know about
black holes and the big bang.

Picture of the Week
Indicative of Huntsville's space heri
tage, the sign of Used Tire World uses a
model of the Lunar Excursion Module
[LEM] to advertise to all where they can
buy used tires. The LEM was used in the
Apollo space program to carry astronauts
to and from the orbiting Command Mod
ule. Both the LEM and CM were sent to
the moon by the Saturn V moon rocket
developed here in Huntsville at the
Marshall Space Flight Center by Werner
Von Braun and his team.
"Only in Huntsville! (and maybe Houston)"

If you see something funny or unusual around town or around campus during the week, take
a picture and send it in! The winner each week receives a Chik-Fil-A calendar with free food.
Pictures of the Week can be submitted via email at editor@exponent.uah.edu.
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Opinion
Opinion From the Oldest Student On UAH Campus
By Joanne Eskreis
I am responding to a
couple of the articles I have
read in the last two issues
because I have an opinion.
Jack's Penis and the Va
gina Monologues made me
realize we all experience
things in our life that bring
us to where we are and how
we look at things. Society's
viewpoints, our parents and
the friends we choose make
us who we become in so
many ways. Then the experi
ences that occur in our lives
throw us some curves that
may change us or who we are
meant to be. We all experi
ence pain, heartache, loss,
attacks whether physical or
verbal, but we cannot allow
these things to harbor or
grow to make us something

ordinarily we would not have
become.
I do feel that guys get a
bad rap at times. Not all guys
rape women or hurt children.
There is this thing called man
bashing that even I have been
guilty of. I have to agree that
the good ones get the raw
deal in the end because I have
seen so many suffer from
cheating and fatal women.
Children suffer too because
the law will stick up for moth
ers and men barely seeing
their children, but are ex
pected to pay child support.
Why is that? Who should
be allowed to decide just be
cause she is a woman and a
mother that she is the best
individual for her children?
I have many guy friends
and they are truly the best. I
love feeling protected, I know

I can trust them; they are
there more for me at the drop
of a hat then my friends that
are girls. I work with them,
hang with them, and go to
school with them. I have ben
efited from knowing them.
There are good ones that
make that old cliche of man
bashing wrong. I know many
guys that are sympathetic to
rape and assault and I am
sympathetic for what they
have to go through and how
they are viewed at times.
I too am a victim of rape
and assault. I lived a lot of
years hiding from what hap
pened and pushed the re
sults deep so I would not
have to feel anything. Scars
linger and the emotions from
assault can surface many
years later through anxiety,
depression, fears, paranoia

which can lead to suicidal
tendencies, abusive behavior
and lack of trust. Especially
when, you as the victim, end
up experiencing the guilt.
Society makes a statement
but who are they really to
judge or criticize. We have
laws written but how accu
rate are they really and whom
do they end up protecting?
Rape wears many masks
that hide the true individual.
It can be the face of a boy
friend, friend, parent or a
stranger. No matter which
one is the perpetrator, it is
still and always will be rape.
It is not viewed that way by
the laws. Why are the laws
stricter when it is a stranger?
What about the girl at a party
sitting across the room from
her later to be perpetrator and
just because they glanced at

each other for a moment, it is
considered acquaintance
rape.
A complete stranger raped
me, but when I was making a
statement with the police,
one of the officers started
yelling at me accusing me of
lying. She claimed it was re
ally my boyfriend. A female
officer, who was less sympa
thetic to me than the male of
ficers, said that I probably
had an argument with my
boyfriend and then he forced
me to have sex with him,
which made me want to get
him in trouble. I never saw
the guy before in my life and
did not even have a name, but
he got away with it. So I
guess this is what the Vagina
Monologues is all about. I
would just prefer to speak a
little differently.

I tried out for the Vagina
Monologues and wanted to
participate in the functions,
but I just feel some of the
statements and the way they
said them was not how I
wanted to say it. Ijustfeelit
is not about the body parts,
it is about individuals them
selves. Everyone has an opin
ion and that is just mine. Do
not get me wrong. I admire
anyone that takes a stand
against such an important is
sue and tries to change the
way it is viewed. I commend
them all for their hard work
and efforts to fight against
abuse and respect them for
their contributions from the
money they raised.
I have vowed in my life
that one day I would speak
up against rape and assault,
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The Archives: Reading The Exponents the Library
By Catherine Pycko
For three years now I
have worked for the library
and most of my time I have
been the Archive Assistant
down in the basement of the
library. This is my senior year
but one of the more enjoy
able things I've had to do
was collect Exponents. The
Exponent, as I learned when
I got this job, has been around
about forty years or so. Over
the years it has been named
the Univala, the Charger

Chronicle, and The Exponent.
There have been several edi
tors and numerous articles.
Among these are items
like the 'girlwatchers' pick,'
which featured pictures of
girls and small captions un
der the pictures. The cap
tions look to be mostly writ
ten by men but do mention
academic interests. This item
did not last much longer than
the Univala and was around
in the late 1960s. Also at this
time the bookstore sometimes
featured new books and ran
articles about these books

that took up to half a page.
One Exponent I particu
larly love depicts a bank loan
officer asking about collat
eral. "Do you have a car?
Good, we'll use it for collat
eral along with your first bom
male child." Another article
points out that UAH had no
wellness center and that in
1978 the Ambulatory Care
Center was used instead. The
opinion section, which is
now at the back of the Expo
nent, was on the third page.
The big issue of the day
seemed to be the student ac

tivity fund and the 'new light
ing.' Some things have not
changed much.
My personal favorite was
the Ragplonent. The head
line "Tuition to drop 83%:
Rebates Coming Soon" grabs
your attention, and of course
there was something about
the parking lots. A fascinat
ing opinion section featured
famous people such as Vanna
White, Ronald Reagan, Raisa
Gorbachev, and pond resi
dent Jack Redfish all giving
their opinions about the
bookstore selling stock is

sues on the AMEX. Another
story I liked, in the
Ragplonent, was about stu
dents being eaten by a mon
ster found in UAH's own
duck pond. All this time I had
always been told it was the
freshmen eating ducks.
During the 1980s and par
ticularly 1989 the Exponent
seemed more serious and
SGA activities were up. In the
four years I have been here
SGA attendance was never
high and certainly not for
elections. More importantly
than this UAH went to the

semester
system
and
throughout The Exponent
there were articles about the
University Playhouse.
UAH has changed a lot
over the years but I think The
Exponent is getting better.
Throughout the years people
come down to the archives
to look at the old articles.
Today's Exponent may not be
perfect, but at least it is bet
ter than it was in the old
Univala days. I know that The
Exponent will be a part of
fond memories I have of UAH
after I graduate.

Offering Helpful Hints and Insight for UAH Drivers
By Stephen Locke
Since I have been at UAH,
I have noticed that the levels
of vehicular idiocy are nearly
proportional to those at
Calhoun, that blip on the map
in Decatur that I transferred
from. Calhoun has the most
embarrassingly lame student
demographic I have ever
seen. I thought when I came
here, the word being that
UAH is a "hard school" and
all, that maybe there would
not be so many rubes driv

ing around. It is almost worse,
though.
Consider this a public ser
vice announcement to those
individuals who use their au
tomobiles to express them
selves.
1.
When you are
stopped at a crosswalk and
pedestrians are crossing, it is
not "omg badass!!!" to leave
a cloud of smoke just as the
last person clears your
bumper. You are not in that
much of a hurry. You are not
that important to anyone or

anything around here.
2.
Yeah, we all know
that Outkast's "Hey Ya" is a
groundbreaking, really welldone and infectious song.
We have all heard it. You can
roll up your windows.
3.
I hope that the next
person that comes flying
around the comer in front of
Morton Hall and into the park
ing lot loses control right in
front of my eyes, smashing
into a parked car. I would die
happy- hell, run over me if
you want.

4.
Concerning #3, I
actually almost saw this hap
pen a few days ago. Fishtailing and all. You are awesome,
man. Thumbs up, whoever
you are. I had a good laugh
at your pathetic motor ve
hicle antics.
5.
We have enough
trouble finding parking
spaces on and at certain days
and times. I would sincerely
appreciate if you people could
park straight and in the middle
of the space. If I still had my
'84 El Camino, I would be

kicking my (heavy, solid) door
open into your cars. Just park
like a respectable motorist,
not like a jackass.
6.
Bumper stickers.
Look,I have a couple of
friends here who are bumper
sticker people, but theirs are
funny and not lame. Please
spare me with the clichdd
ones. A Dave Matthews
bumper sticker was cool in
'95. And yeah, we know you
are all dark/arty/introspec
tive, we have heard Tool before. And if you feel the need

to exhibit your political con
victions via bumper stickers,
remember- we care a lot!
7.
Excessively loud
vehicles. No one is im
pressed, this is not high
school.
Well, I guess that just
about wraps 'er all up. Please
consider my points, and have
a nice day.

President's Lack of Support: Response to criticism
By Derek Chris
chrisd@email.uah.edu

It seems that that my last
article, "No Support for the
Troops," rattled a few cages.
I consider this to be a good
thing. Like it or not, agree or
disagree, at least people are
thinking about it and talking

about the issues. My basic
assertion in the last column
was that while the Bush ad
ministration has not been the
least bit reluctant to send our
soldiers off to war, there has
been a disgraceful about-face
when it comes to taking care
of the veterans who have
served our country.
As to be expected, several

astute keyboard commandos
apparently felt the need to fire
off a barrage of messages in
an attempt to assault, not the
facts, but the author. From
these communiques, I have
learned that that I am a "rich
college boy" (Ha! I wish!),
"recklessly ignorant and
opinionated," a "dumb liberal," and, of course, "unpa

triotic."
Unpatriotic? I did not
want to commandeer this
space and personalize it, but
in the face of such criticisms,
perhaps I should address my
obvious lack of patriotism.
First, I fee] jt is one's civic
duty to ask the questions that
hurt so that we can learn from
°ur mistakes and make this

great country of ours even
better. Blind nationalism, on
the other hand, is a danger to
our democracy and it cannot
serve as a substitute for pa
triotism. My great grandfa
ther was a private in the army
during WWI. My grandfa
ther and several great uncles
fought in WWII in every
campaign. Though he was

stationed in Germany, my fa
ther was airborne army dur
ing the Vietnam War. After
high school. I enlisted and
served in the military for
about seven years before
being honorably discharged
at the end of my commitment.
My little brother also joined
the service and became an
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Black Student Association Valentine's Ball Success
By Sarah Perrin

February 13 the Black Stu
dent Association in coopera
tion with the Rho Chi Chap
ter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fra
ternity, Inc. hosted a
Valentine's Ball. The formal
event was held in the Univer
sity Center Exhibit Hall and
lasted from 7-10:30 PM. The
dance was free to all students
and faculty, both couples and
singles. Though a formal
dance event was long in the
talks for the B.S.A., the club
purposely chose Valentine's

to help downplay the cost of
what can often be an expen
sive holiday for students. For
the near 150 in attendance,
nothing was overlooked.
As guests arrived they
mingled in line at the regis
tration table near the.hall
where the leadership of the
B.S.A. was available for hand
shakes and catching up
amongst friends. After sign
ing the guestbook and enter
ing a drawing for O'Charley's
gift cards, couples took turns
posing under a trellis arch

with flowers at the entrance
for pictures by club historian
Kim Fitzpatrick and club
president Michael Moore.
The "homemade" photos
added a sense of playfulness
and sincerity to the evening.
On entering the dimmed
hall it was impossible not to
notice the effort put into deco
rating. The first half of the
room was for dining and was
filled with round tables that
seated eight people. There
was a buffet against a side
wall and live music on a stage

in the front. Everything rang
ing from white linen table
cloths to festive confetti and
balloons was absolutely pic
ture perfect. It was obvious
this was a well planned event.
The Tom Bevill Center ca
tered the event and there
were fruits with chocolate
dip, veggies, sausages, meat
balls and chicken for refresh
ment. Presented on a deco
rated table, the food was
highlighted by the silver serv
ing vessels. Guests were
pleased and amused at hav-

ing actual punch glasses and
not the plastic cups so often
seen at school dances. There
were wait staff lingering
nearby to clear away any
dirty plates and keep the
tables clean.
The live music was pro
vided by a Birmingham based
sextet called Tekneek. They
began the evening with some
original melodic jazz while
guests mingled and dined.
After a quick break they came
back with some dance music
dating from the sixties to the

present. Covers of hits like
the Commodore's Brick
House soon had couples
breaking out on the dance
floor. The dancing was not
just for couples either; group
dances such- as the electric
slide were played by the band.
Kim Fitzpatrick, historian,
weighs in on the success of
the event, "There was a great
turnout with over 100 people
attending. It was a nice
chance for students to get
together and dance to some
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elite airborne Army Ranger.
He did a tour of duty in Af
ghanistan in 2002 and was
later sent to Iraq in June of
2003. We are, historically, a
very patriotic family who has
been willing to pay the ulti
mate sacrifice for our coun
try.
During my time in the ser
vice, I was stationed on a
combatant vessel, which my
orders properly described as
"unusually arduous sea
duty." In the military my pri
mary job was troubleshoot
ing electronic equipment.
However, when I was de
ployed to the Persian Gulf in
the Middle East, I also served
as a team leader on the Com
bat Systems Security Force,
which ensured the safety and
protection of the ship and her
crew. I have stood armed pa
trols in foreign lands. I was
responsible for the training

and actions of my fire team,
which was mainly made up of
junior enlisted, making sure
they knew verbatim, the
military's ROE—Rules of En
gagement. I have drawn the
Imminent Danger pay that I
was so "opinionated" about.
I have stood the watch.
My little brother, Corpo
ral Andrew F. Chris, was killed
in Iraq less than a week after
he got there. He was only 25
years old. A roadside bomb
killed him instantly and also
took the life of another Ala
bama soldier, Sergeant Timo
thy Conneway. Conneway,
who was 22, left behind his
newly wed, newly widowed,
young pregnant wife. This
tragedy occurred for what
great cause? For what great
reason? I have not heard a
'clear answer yet out of the
administration, have you?
Bush or anyone in his

cabinet has yet to attend the
memorial service of a fallen
soldier. Masked as a concern
for privacy, there is a stand
ing order from the adminis
tration for a media blackout
to prevent Americans from
seeing flag-draped coffins
returning home. This is noth
ing more than a bold public
relations move, aimed at
squelching criticism of the
war and securing this year's
election. Hiding the disem
barking ceremony is disre
spectful to the fallen soldiers
and their families and pur
posely numbs public aware
ness.
My brother was killed in
late June. Though we were
originally promised it would
be within weeks, it has taken
the VA over six-months to
send the bronze plaque bear
ing his name. To this day, the
grave of this honorable Air-

borne Army Ranger lies un
marked in Maple Hill Cem
etery, except for a few flow
ers and a small American flag.
While we continue to wait for
the marker and then for the
mounting of it, his grave will
probably continue to lie un
marked as the anniversary of
his death passes.
There is great contro
versy about President Bush
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Chris Brown, Editor-inChief
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not performing his own mili
tary duties. The jury is still
out on that, but I stand by
my assertion that this admin
istration has turned their
backs to the plights of veter
ans and their families. I know
that on November 2,2004 my
family and I will certainly
show this war president, this
war administration, and this
war party just how much we
support them.

Fran Fluhler, Advertising
Manager
ads @ exponent.uah.edu

Elizabeth Bice, Layout
Editor
layout @ exponent.uah.edu
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Scott Westfall, Online
Editor

write a book and try to work
with advocacy, especially
with young girls. I was young

online @ exponent.uah.edu

when my first assault took
place and I never told any
one. I was too scared and
not sure of what happened. I

Kat Crona, News Editor

believe that sharing is the
best therapy because you
never know whom you may
help. I can say I have over

news@exponent.uah.edu

come and put it in the past,
they became the person they
did, it was not my fault. I

Ronak Patel, Sports
Editor

learned to take my experi
ences with assault and make
it my fight for the life I want

sports @ exponent.uah.edu

to live. I lived in a lot of fear
and anxiety for a lot of years
that only kept me experienc
ing them over and over again.

Jorge Raub,
Entertainment Editor

I have learned to appreciate
life's experiences and the
ones that were painful cause
me to just fight harder to

entertain@exponent.uah.edu

make my life into what I de
serve it to me. I buried those
memories by sharing with
others, writing, and just

Holly Denenny, Business
Manager

knowing I was not to blame
and those that hurt me are
not the people that matter in
my life. Now I am 49 going
on 25 and living my lifelong
dream of writing, school and
having great friends. These
to me are the important fac
tors in life. Take the advice
of the oldest student on cam
pus.

Finding cash for college is child's play.
Register now and search thousands of scholarships
worth over $3 billion

business @ exponent.uah.edu

Dr. Mitch Berbrier,
Advisor
berbrim @ email. uah.edu
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SGA Review

President's
n
e
Senate Resolutions for Cafeteria
r
By Chris Brown

Hey everyone! It's homecoming!! I want to per
sonally invite everyone to the events this week! This
past Saturday we had the Zooperstars at the men's
and women s basketball games. They were abso
lutely hilarious and the gym was packed! I want to
thank Delois Smith, Steve Bruce, Mike Altman, and
all who were involved for making this event happen.
The students and myself truly appreciate all that you
do. As for the rest of the week, here you go!
Wednesday 9:00pm: ACE movie night in the UC.
Come see 'The Goonies."
Thursday 9:00pm: Bonfire at Southeast Hous
ing. Take part in a candy necklace eating contest, pie
eating contest, etc. and receive lots of great prizes.
Prizes include a TV, DVD, and DVD player!
Friday 10:00pm: Block Party at Southeast Hous
ing. The last one was at Halloween and it was awe
some, so come have some more fun!!
Saturday 9:00pm-midnight: Homecoming semiformal dance at the Hilton. Crowning will be at the
dance. Don't forget about the hockey and basketball
games before the dance!
I want to thank SGA, ACE, Housing, ATO Frater
nity, Delta Chi Fraternity, Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity,
Steve Bruce, and Cathi Curtis for helping to make
homecoming happen this year. If I have forgotten
anyone, please forgive me. A special thank you goes
out to Julie Manley and the SGA programming com
mittee for organizing the events and for being so dedi
cated to make this year a success!!

In the Fall 2003 semester
the SGA Senate passed two
resolutions concerning the
Charger Cafe in the Univer
sity Center.
The first resolution,
S.R.03-04.01, A Resolution
for Public Notification of
Poor Cafeteria Health Rat
ings, cited concerns with
quality and safety of food
along with the declining
health ratings and resolved
that the cafeteria should, if
its health rating drops below

e<;

•
85, place a quarter-page ad
vertisement in The Exponent
noting reasons for deduc
tions, their values, and mea
sures being taken to correct
the problems.

The resolution establishes
an SGA secret shopper sys
tem for members to evaluate
the cafeteria.

peak hours are covered, and
shoppers are allowed to
spend up to $10 during each
visit.

"Every other restaurant or
fast food chain has' a secret
shopper type of system to
evaluate service," said SGA
Executive Vice President Kimberly Battle.

The Senate's Campus Af
fairs Committee is respon
sible for the survey format
and will compile survey re
sults and make them publicly
available to the student body.
"I believe that if the caf
eteria sees student input and
opinions in a formal structure
it might help them to improve
food quality and service,"
said Battle.

The cafeteria's rating has
recently dropped below 85,
however, no public notice
has been made by the cafete
ria via The Exponent.
Four randomly chosen
The second resolution, SGA members will secretly
S.R.03-04.03, A Resolution for conduct a survey of their
Caf6 Secret Shopper Investi visit to the cafeteria every
gation, again cited concerns
two months. Each shopper is
for quality of food and poor given a specific time of day
service from the—cafeteria.
u
uso that
u bothi peak
p c a i c and
a n a nonn o n -

Senate Covers Elections, Elevators
By Joseph Terrell
SGA Correspondent
The Senate touched on
many
topics
during
Monday's meeting in which
no particular issue dominated
discussion. Debra Raney,
SGA Secretary, attended the
meeting and informed the
Senate of how the efforts to
construct a club database
have come. She said that the
program created is easy to
use and has the necessary
information one would need
to communicate with an or
ganization: name of the Presi
dent, phone numbers, and
email addresses. Some of the
clubs have submitted their
meeting times, but there are
still more that need to be sub
mitted. The expiration date
of each club's SGA charter is
also included in the system
so Raney can contact the
club to reapply for their char
ter before it expires. Raney
informed the Senate that sev
eral campus departments
have expressed interest in
this system, which is updated

every month.
Senator Thacker is seek
ing SGA support for helping
the Lion's Club get started on
campus. The Lion's Club is a
selective leadership and ser
vice organization. Like frater
nities and sororities, they may
not be chartered by SGA.
However, Senators had no
problem with having them on
campus, but they just handle
SGA chartered clubs and or
ganizations so they are un
clear of what their role would
be in helping bring the Lion's
Club to UAH. Senate Presi
dent Kimberly Battles said
she would talk to University
Center Director Steve Bruce
about this issue.

in the club as incentive to
approve them since no one
from the chess club was there
for representation.
Campus Affairs Commit
tee Chair Carol Steelman
gave a report to the Senate
on the status of her
committee's involvement in
improving the elevators on
campus. She said that the
Robert's Hall elevator prob
lems are being assessed and
worked on. The Madison
Hall elevators will be out of
order for at least two months.
Arrangements for classes
with handicap students have
been made; these classes will
be moved to other facilities
on campus.

Academic Affairs Chair
The deadline for House of
Michelle Kelly resigned from Representatives and SGA
her post as chair and Sena
President applications has
tor. Senator Adams was ap been extended due to lack of
pointed and approved to fill
applicants. Students have
the vacancy; he will be the
until February 27, this Friday,
third person to occupy the to go by the SGA office and
position since the end of last
apply for these positions.
semester. In other new. Sena
Toward the end of the
tors agreed to renew the meeting, a representative
Chess club's charter, citing from the Math Club ad
the high level of involvement dressed the Senate about in
ternal problems facing the
club. He related how their
President had resigned and a
new one had been appointed
by the faculty advisor. In
their constitution. Article 4
states that the President must
be elected by a majority, and
this obviously did not hap
pen. They plan on holding
an election in the near future.
He addressed the Senate to
inform
them of their inten
vemng of Networking or placing your name in the Resume book (FMA leaders are placing Resumes in a Resume
tions so that any problems
to give to the business leaders), please contact Ronak Patel at (256) 457-6485.
they might encounter can be
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more easily dealt with.
Senator Steelman also
authored and introduced a
resolution to the Senate for
approval. This resolution
was introduced to authorize
the creation of a Student Caf
eteria Advisory Committee.
Their responsibility will be to
meet once a month with the
Cafeteria management and
bring student concerns and
suggestions to these meet
ings. This Committee was
formed to handle the large
quantity of issues surround
ing the Cafeteria that the Sen
ate has dealt with in almost
every meeting. Senators will
be conducting sign-ups for
individuals interested in join
ing this committee. It will
consist of one house repre
sentative and senator, two
students living in university
housing, and two at-large
selections. There will be an
assembly meeting next Mon
day at 8:45 in U.C. 131. Stu
dents are invited to attend.

House Appoints New
Clerk, MakesAppropriations
The House of Represen
tatives released a copy of
their budget for the fiscal
year 2003-2004 and approved
Laura Moore as the new
House Clerk. Two clubs also
asked
for
money:
IIE(Institute of Industrial En
gineers) and Beta Alpha Psi
(Accounting Honor society).
HE was approved for $740
dollars and Beta Alpha Psi
was given $290. Both clubs
were using their money to
attend regional conferences.
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accurate and reliable.
But that's ok, we all have
the freedom to do what we
want [on the Internet], Like
TV or radio or anything else,
switch the channel, turn it off,
read something else if you
don't like it.
For

heaven's

sake

though, think carefully be
fore you create one of these
things, people. The best part
about being a moron is that
no one has to know about it
- you can hide it!
One more thing:
please don't drink and blog.
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great jazz music."
Aside from the Valentine's
Ball, the Black Student Asso
ciation does a great deal of
other work. The club is a so
cial campus organization
open to all students. Their
activities vary from year to
year, but they always have

specific goals in mind. The
club strives to provide social
activities for students and
faculty, informative lectures
and career information, com
munity awareness and pride,
and most of all an outlet of
emotional support, cultural
awareness and identification

for minority students.
Some of the previous ac
tivities for this school year
have been car washes, a back
to school "retro" party, an
inter-club mixer, clothing
drives, bowling nights, re
sume writing workshops,
costume parties, food drives,

and even a trip toAtlanta, Ga.
to visit the many places Mar
tin Luther King touched. Next
month they will be hosting a
women's self-defense semi
nar.
On being a member
Fitzpatrick says, "Being a
member of the B.S.A. has

been a nice opportunity to
meet students on campus
and gain leadership experi
ence."
The B.S.A. would also like
to thank everyone in the Of
fice of Multicultural Affairs,
Mrs. Rosemary Robjnson,
and Mrs. Delois Smith for all

of their help in making the
ball a huge success.
If you want more informa
tion about the B.S.A. visit
their website at http://
www.uah.edu/BSA/
index2.htm, or you can email
bsa@email.uah.edu for more
details.

PERRIN from page1
class to meet other students
and to interact with other
professors, and also to pro
vide a form of recreation in
an organized manner." He
believes that the success of
the UAH program is based on
the fact that it is very much
student run. Although there
are faculty leaders, many of
the events are created and
managed by the outstanding
student staff-Ryan Brindley,
Scott Amacher, Aaron
Petersen, and Russell
Meyerriecks. This allows the
program to change with the
interests and needs of the
student body. For example, a
very new and successful
sport added this spring was
dodgeball.
Students this year have
participated in indoor and
outdoor soccer, indoor and
outdoor volleyball, football,
3-on-3 basketball, basketball,
badminton, ping-pong, as
FLUHLERfrompage7—
Stephanie's favorites that
day.
The next kind of sushi
that we tried was Octopus,
which was prepared espe
cially for us. The cut sections
of the octopus legs were
cooked and placed on a layer
of white rice. Though they
were somewhat chewy and
bland, I was glad that I tried
them if for no other reason
than to say that I did.
After trying the Orange
rolls, which were made of rice
and seaweed rolled around a
center of tuna or salmon with
salmon fish eggs on top, we
decided to try the Barbecued
Eel. It was a little greasy and
I did not care for the flavor of
eel skin but the overall flavor
was not bad.
Soon Crystal had con
vinced us to order the baby
Octopus, which would not
have been bad except to our
surprise it was a whole octo
pus! It was cooked in a ro
bust tomato sauce.
Even though we ate the
baby octopus our appetites
were not ruined so we tried a
potato and fish pancake,
which was very good and
somewhat sweet with a nice
texture. It helped wash down
the baby octopus.
The wait staff was very
nice even though we stayed
fifteen minutes after closing.
We had a great time. I would
definitely suggest going to
Sushi Boat the next time you
have that sushi craving or
want to try sushi for the first
•'me. Sushi Boat is located on
Madison Blvd. For any furfiler information their phone
number is 461-4276. Enjoy!

well as singles and doubles
tennis. Remaining sports that
can still be registered for in
clude softball, kickball, disc
golf, and golf. With the ex
ception of golf, intramurals
are free and most students,
staff, alumni,continuing edu
cation students, academy of
lifetime learning students, fit
ness center members, and fit
ness center staff are eligible
to play. If you do not have a
team together, single registra
tion form is always available
and it is a great way to make
new friends.
To re-register for spring
sports, or even to register for
the first time, visit the intra
mural website, http://
www.uah.edu/intramural/ or
visit the office in room 208,
Spragins Hall. Similarly, if
there is a sport we do not of
fer and you are interested in
send
an
email
to
intramur@email.uah.edu.

Do you need money for school?
Who doesn't.
Find scholarships online at www.uahexponent.com

The 80's
Absolutely
Indescribable
UAH
Homecoming
2004
February 25-28
Wednesday, 9:00pm: ACE
movie night in the UC
Thursday, 9:00pm:
Bonfire at Southeast
Housing
Friday, 10:00pm: Block
Party at Southeast Housing
Saturday, 9:00pmmidnight: Homecoming
semi-formal at the Hilton

dimmer lrcc
Managed by BrownAsset
1503Sparkman Drive, NW
HunstviDe,Alabama35816
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FOR SALE

MISC.

800Mhz Computer System
Speakers and Printer Incuded
$250 or best offer
jeff.cxttai@nixiedstcneiimiy.mil
<mA ijjffcr#n<5Vh:'TTfaTiF>^«nyri>

Math TutorAlgebra
through Calculus III. Leave
a message at 536-5283.

2001 Honda Accord EX,
white, 60K miles, automatic,
6-disc CD changer, sunroof,
power windows and locks,
spoiler, excellent condition.
$14,500.682^472.
1995 Pontiac Grand Prix SE
Sedan, Heads Up Display,
4DR, Blue,
120K, V6, Auto, CD, cruise,
power seats/locks. $3,250
OBO. 256-527-1071.
1990 Ford Probe, 2-door,
white, recently installed CD
and speakers, 164K miles,
cruise, power mirrors, auto
matic, runs great, $1,150, (256)
717-7455
HP Pavilion XE793,Celeron
700 MHz, 128 MB,20 GB,24X
CDRW, NIC &
Modem ,Floppy Drive, inte
grated Video and Sound
card,2 USB.keyboard &
mouse,speakers,15"
monitor,Windows
ME,original HP Recovery
CDs,free lexmark printer.
$160,256-824-3483.
For Sale:Entertainment cen
ter, black. Fits up to 36" TV.
Lots of storage with glass
door. No delivery, pick-up
only. $75.00. 256-461-8617
• • • • • • • • • • • • a

^ Classified ads in The
• Exponent are free for
"all UAH students, fac• ulty, staff and alumni.
"Contact The Expo• nent, attention Chris
"Brown, Editor-in• Chief ofThe Exponent
"at 824-6090 for more
• information or email
"your classified ad to
•editor@exponent.
"uah.edu. You can
•also contact The Ex
ponent office by fax
• at 824-6096. Dead• line for all classifieds
•to be turned in is no
• later than 2 p.m. on
•the Friday before the
• next paper is sched• uled to be published.
• All free classifieds will
• run for two weeks
"unless otherwise
• specified in the indi
viduals' original clas
sified ad.

FRATERNITIESSOSRORTIESCLUBS-STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
Earn $1000-$2000 this se
mester with a proven Cam
pus Fundraiser 3 hour
fundrasing event. Our free
prgram makes fundraisin
easy with no risks.
Fundrasing dates are filling
quickly, so get with the pro
gram! It works. Contact
Campus Fundreaiser at
888.923.3238, or visit www.
campus fundraiser.com
Hands-on
Advanced
Dreamweaver Training Sat,
Mar 13 9:30 a.m.- 12:30 p.m.
Salmon Library, Rm 211 Stu
dents pay $29 Registration 9
a . m . C o n t a c t
vicepresident@ stc-na.org to
pre-register Hurry! Limited
space
_ _ _ _ _
SPRING BREAK PANAMA
CITY BEACH FL "SUM
MIT" LUXURY CONDOS
NEXTTO LAVELA& SPIN
NAKER CLUBS. SAVE
WITH OWNER DISCOUNT
RATES. (404) 355-9367.
$ $ $ $ EASY MONEY $ $ $ $
I will pay $40 for your
phonebook. Call Lee Ramsey
toll free 1-866-577-7237.

JOBS
NEED EXTRA INCOME?
Start part-time for a national
marketing organization. High
potential commissions. Ex
cellent instruction. Set your
own hours. Call 256-837-0436
Sports Writers NEEDED: to
cover baseball,softball, track
and field, and tennis (men's
and women's). If interested
please contact Ronak Patel at
ro_93@hotmail.com.
Vet Tech experienced, Arab
area, (256) 582-9226.
FT/PT Sales: Hibbett Sports
is a full line sporting goods
store carrying athletic ap
parel, footwear, and equip
ment, Hiring in Huntsville.
Apply at Madison Square
Mall location: 5901 Univer
sity Drive, Huntsville. We are
a drug-free company—we do
drug-screenings, back
ground checks and credit
checks, www.hibbett.com

THafcE THUMBS U P !
1 LIKE WATCHING, T V . YO 0
KNOW ? SOMETIMES I WON66R
HOU) TN£Y COMt UP (olTH SOME SHOWS
ANt> SOhET|M65 I qET THE l/JHDLC
1IHA...

Classifieds
Crossword 101
Star Crossed
Across
1 Daytime TV offering
5 Popular 80s band
9 Scandinavian capital
13 Sole
14 Sandbar
15 Shoulder piece at times
16 Star opposite 59 Across
18 Something to pitch
19 Till
20 Part of a relay race
21 G.M. staple
22 Pecans' cousins
26 Withoutflair
28 Howard or Smith
29 "
Sam,":Penn movie
31 Gen. Robert
32 Spoil
33 Nation of
35 Meeting of lovers
38 Superlative suffix
39 Mass. vacation site
41 People of Southeast Asia
42Diamond and Armstrong
44 Engine
45 Bruins'Bobby
46 "What's in a
..."
48 Org. of 45 Across
49 Tiny flier
50 Give one's blessing
52 Mud-filled depressions
54 Crowd noises
55 Goal
57 Providence sch.
58 Switch ending
59 Star opposite 16 Across
64 Make a hole
65 It may be present or past
66 Pad
67 Carpenter and others
68 Ms., in Tijuana
69 Football measure
Down

1 Cry
2 It can follow twelve?

By Ed Canty
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69
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3 PC key
4 "Monty
"
5 Sound at the dentist's office
6 Turn to steam
7 Lured
8 Porto
, Brazil
9 Month to turn clocks back
10 Star opposite 24 Down
11 Old-time dance
12 Chooses
14 Meatball or fish
17 "Hither and
22 Madison Ave. workers
23 A signed document
24 Star opposite 10 Down
25 Witch trial site
27 Modify
30 Georgia city
33 Response to "Who's there?"
34 Trig, and Geom.
36 Mother of Isaac
37 Civil wrongs
40 Litter
43 Cowboy tools

69

47 Makes official
49 One's conscience, maybe
50 Hank or Burr
51 Mason
53 Seer's medium, often
54 Ms. McEntire
56 Coin.
60 Part of Defense Dept.
61 Exclamation of discovery
62 Dealer or alarm preceder
63 Baby goat

It's amazing that the
amount of news that
happens in the
world every day
always just exactly
fits the newspaper.

Jerry Seinfeld

By GFR Associates • • • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com
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